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Ground breaks for new Weaks Center
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The George Weaks Community
Center's rebuilding is officially
underway.
Local residents and state and
local officials crowded the parking
lot,of the former center, located at
the corner of 7th and Poplar
Streets, on a brisk morning
Thursday to celebrate the groundbreaking of the new George Weaks
Community Center.
"I'm excited to get this going,"
Calloway Couuty_ludge-FTE--ourive
Larry Elkins told the crowd.
The first center opened Dec. 15,
1990, with property purchased for
$215,000, and was dedicated in
honor of the county's JudgeExecutive Weaks. His mission for
the facility was to unite the community.
But the Weaks Community
Center, which housed the Senior
Citizens Center as well as several
other community service offices
such as Need Line, United Way of
Murray and Calloway County, and
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross, was
destroyed in a nighttime fire on
Dec. 5, 2000.
Elkins recalled that not, long
after the fire, Weaks and his wife,
Jo — not missing a beat — came
to his office to begin planning the
new center and made a personal
donation to get the project off and
running once again.
"It is a project that can not only
benefit the agencies that will be
housed in it, but also the community," Elkins said.
He said he has spoken with
many from the Senior Citizens
Center and they all seemed pleased

with
the
building
"They
just want a
place where
they can go
that's large
enough and
modern
enough to
house the
activities
they want to
Mrs. Weaks
_particip ate _
in," Elkins said.
He added that it was unfortunate that Weaks was not here to
witness the groundbreaking, but
asked Mrs. Weaks to speak in
honor of her late husband.
"I know George would be
proud of this occasion, and I am
honored to be part of it," she said,
recalling her husband who passed
away April 9 of last year.
"I'm so pleased to see such a
big crowd here for this dedication," Mrs. Weaks added.
State Sen. Bob Jackson said he
was so proud of all the hard work
that has gone into the project.
"Out of these ashes, a great
project is going to occur," Jackson
(D-Murray) said.
He said seniors need a place to
go and be surrounded by other
people. "There are so many that
live alone and are shut-ins," he
added.
State Rep. Buddy Buckingham
(D-Murray) said it was easy to see
how much the community supported the project. "It is obvious by the
crowd there is a lot of self-inter-
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BREAKING NEW GROUND ...
Calloway County
JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins, top
photo, addressed a good-sized
crowd before ground was broken

to rebuild the Weaks Community
Center. Seated are Donna Grimes
and Mark Williams of the
Kentucky Department for Local
Government. Above left, Jo
Weaks, wife of the late George

Weaks, turns the inaugural dirt
as some of the crowd on hand
watches, above. At far left is the
balloon-adorned sign signifying
the construction for the Weaks
Community Center.
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Agencies see new center as 'blessing to community
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff VVnter
A'case of the flu kept Tonia Casey from
helping prepare Christmas care baskets for
Need Line at the agency's office in
Murray's George Weaks Community on
the night of Dec. 5, 2000.
The next morning, Casey awoke to
some devastating news — the building she
was supposed to work in the night before
had been gutted by a fire.
Casey, who at the time was working for
another program based in the Need Line
office, but who is now the agency's director, and the heads of 10 other community
service organizations suddenly found
themselves without offices — and with lots

Our people are so
excited about the new
building. They can't wait.

f
—Eric Kelleher
Calloway County Senior
Citizens Center Director
of questions.
"It was just a tragedy for everybody,"
Casey said. "It was just so devastating."
"Of course, it was a terrible night.
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Nothing pleasant about it," said Eric
Kelleher, director of the Calloway County
Senior Citizens Center and Weaks Center
building manager at the time of the fire.
Few hints of the apprehension that filled
the air Dec. 5 were present, however, after
ground was broken Thursday on a new
Weaks Center facility, which will built on
the ground that the 'old one previously
occupied.
"Our people are so excited about the
new building," Kelleher said. "They can't
wait."
After the fire occurred, he recalled that
each of the 10 agencies "found their own
place." The Senior Citizens Center wound
up utilizing facilities owned by St. Leo

Catholic Church. The Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red Cross utilized facilities owned by the MurrayCalloway County Hospital's Community
Healthcare Foundation, and Need Line
moved into Grace Baptist Church.
Of those 10 agencies, Kelleher said
only two — the Calloway County
Extension office, which now has its own
building, and West Kentucky Assistive
Technology Consortium — will not be
returning to the new building. He also said
that some new agencies, such as the Rape
Crisis Center, will be coming on board.
Even though the new facilities made
things uncomfortable at times for the displaced agencies, both Kelleher and Casey
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said the efforts made by the local community to find housing for them was truly a
blessing. Casey even called Murray the
"best place to live in the world."
"It's been a difficult year, but the community has just helped us out so much,"
Kelleher said. "We really haven't missed a
beat."
Still, as Casey said, the excitement ot
getting a new facility is hard to deny. For
one thing, she said, having all of the agencies, which work so closely together, so far
apart makes collaboration difficult.
Another plus, she said, will be the additional space everyone will have in the new
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Day care van crash kills 5
By WOODY BAIRD
Associated Press Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn.(AP) — Four
children. died and two others were
critically hurt when a day-care van
drifted from the highway and
crashed. The van's driver also died,
leaving police with no immediate
explanation for the accident.
Only the driver and his six young
passengers were on the van when it
crashed Thursday morning.
"One witness that we have says
there was no indication there was
anything out of the ordinary before
the vehicle left the roadway," said
Charles Cook, a deputy police chief.
The van was about four miles
from Tippy Toes Learning Academy
when it veered to the right of
Interstate 240, which loops around
Memphis,slid along a guard rail and
smashed sideways into the supports
of a highway overpass.
Killed were Cardarrus Bonner,9;
Tica Bonner, 6; Brayna Nicole
Robinson, 6; Marcquon McCray, 8;
and the driver, Wesley Hudson, 28.
Jerry Louis McCray, 10, and
Taurus DeMarta Showers, 11, were
critically hurt.

The McCray children a,re the
sons of Sandra Gordon, who owns
Tippy Toes. She offered no statement Thursday, and police blocked
reporters from entering the day-care
center.
Vershell Curtis, an aunt of the
Bonner and Showers children, said
her family had been taking care of
the youngsters because their mother
is hospitalized with brain cancer.
"This morning when they got on
the van they were waiving and
throwing kisses," Curtis said.
Tica was killed at the scene, but
Cardarrus died at LeBonheur
Children's Medical Center while
members of their family gathered
outside the hospital hugging and
crying.
Curtis said the family came
together to help the children after
their mother,Tara Harwell, was hospitalized in January.
"Me, my sister, my mother,
everybody was taking care of
them," she said. "Everybody was
working together."
Police said the van was going
about 65 in a 55-mile-an-hour zone,
but the roadway was dry and the
weather was sunny and clear. There

MFD responds to
false alarms at MSU

were no skid marks where the van
left the highway.
Curtis and sister Veronica Brown
said the family was unhappy with
the day-care center because the van
often was late picking up the children and early bringing them home.
On its morning rounds, the van
dropped off younger children at the
day-care center and took older ones
to school.
Curtis and Brown said the children told them that the driver sometimes smoked marijuana on the van.
"They'd get on the bus and it
smelled like nothing but weed,"
Brown said.
Cook said investigators were
looking into the driver's background, and an autopsy would
include tests for drugs or alcohol.
He said police had no evidence the
driver used drugs or had a history of
drug use.
The Commercial Appeal reported
Hudson pleaded guilty to possession
of marijuana in November 2000 and
was fined $350. He got probation
after he was charged in 1992 with
aggravated burglary, according to
the newspaper's check of criminal
records.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Fire Department responded to two false alarms in dormitories at Murray State University Thursday evening.
At approximately 7:12 p.m. Thursday, three trucks and nine firefighters responded to a fire alarm at Hart College. Upon arrival, it was discovered that someone smoking on the third floor of the dormitory set off
the alarm.
The second alarm occurred at approximately 9:46 p.m. in Hester
College. Upon arrival, firefighters discovered that the alarm had been
caused by someone smoking in an elevator lobby on the dormitory's
fourth floor.
According to a MFD report, the cigarette in Hester had been put out
on the floor and had burned a few small spots.
The report also stated that the state fire marshal was notified of the
incident, in accordance with the Michael Minger Act.

Barn fire kills 18 horses at
McCracken County farm

--------

It's almost time to 'Spring'forward as
daylight savings time returns Sunday
WASHINGTON (AP) — Break out the barbecue
grill, daylight-saving time returns this weekend.
That means set the clocks ahead — spring forward,
fall back — to gain an hour of light in the evening for
warm summer evening recreation.
It's also a good time to replace batteries in smoke

alarms, safety advocates urge.
Daylight-saving time lasts until Oct. 27.
Some parts of the country don't observe daylightsaving time. Those include Arizona, Hawaii, the part of
Indiana located in the Eastern time zone, Puerto Rico,
the Virgin Islands and American Samoa.

Remember To Spring Ahead Saturday Night 14
'

HENDRON, Ky.(AP) — A barn
fire killed 18 horses at a McCracken
County horse farm on Thursday,
authorities said.
The blaze started just before 1
-C-ST at:Meadow Gold Farm,
Hendron Fire Chief Phillip Walker
said.
The fire started in an all-terrain
vehicle parked behind the 2-yearold barn, Walker said. Flames
instantly ignited several nearby
bales of hay, and .the fire rapidly
spread to the barn's interior, he said.
Rick Gonzalez, who has owned
the farm for two years, said 100
bales of hay were recently delivered
to the barn, which he said had a
wood frame surrounding by tin
sheeting.
Walker said he lives near the
farm and reached the scene within
minutes of the 911 call placed at

12:55 p.m. by a woman riding a
horse at the farm. When he arrived,
Walker said,'the barn was already
engulfed in flames.
Gonzalez said the woman was
Cathie Ferguss. one _.af_tbc_..leact
trainers at the farm.
He said the barn's interior was 90
feet by 160 feet in total area and
enclosed a 60-by-160-foot arena.
Ferguss was riding a horse in the
arena when she heard the other horses making noise in their stalls,
Gonzalez said.
When she discovered the burning
ATV, she dismounted the horse she
was on and went to call police.
When she returned, the barn was
consumed in fire and too hot to
enter, Gonzalez said.
Firefighters extinguished the fire
by 4 p.m. but couldn't save any of
the horses, Walker said.

▪ Weaks
From Front
est," he said.
He said retirees need places like the center to keep themselves occupied
and provide opportunity to socialize.
"We have so many younger retirees today, and this is going to be a
tremendous asset," Buckingham added.
Murray Mayor Freed Curd said he was extremely proud of the project
and looks forward to the construction.
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building.
"I'm so thankful Grace Baptist
has let us stay here, but we're running out of room," Casey said. "I'm
so excited about the new building. I
can't wait to get.in." Kelleher said the new senior citizens area of the building will feature
8,000-10,000 square feet of space
that will be utilized for an exercise

room, a billiards room, a 200-seat
dining room and a half of a basketball court that can be used for a variety of activities.
With all the advantages that the
new facility will offer, Kelleher said
one could almost consider the fire a
blessing in disguise.
"It made for a difficult year, but
we may actually come out better for
it in the long run," he said.
"It is a blessing to this cortimunity."
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The Miss Murray State University Scholarship Pageant will be held
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium. Fifteen Murray State students will compete for the title, and the scholarship that goes to the winner.
Kaci Lane Greer of Murray is among the contestants. Greer, 21, is a junior communication disorders
major. She was nominated by Sigma Chi.
Greer is active in Alpha Gamma Delta social sorority, the Student Government Association, the Baptist
Student Union, Racer Pride and the National Student
Speech, Language and Hearing Association. She has
been both a summer orientation counselor and a fall
orientation leader.
Greer
She is a dean's list student and was named Miss
Rodeo Kentucky, Miss Paducah Area and Miss Photogenic at the Miss
Kentucky 2001 Pageant.
The public is invited to attend the Miss MSU Scholarship Pageant.
Tickets may be purchased at the door. For more information, call (270)
762-6951.
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U.S. envoy meets with Palestinian leader in renewal of truce talks
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RAMALLAH, West Bank (AP)
— Renewing a truce mission, a U.S.
mediator met with Yasser Arafat at
the Palestinian leader's besieged
headquarters today, as Israel's offensive against Palestinian militants
entered its second week despite U.S.
demands that troops withdraw from
West Bank cities.
U.S. envoy Anthony Zinni became
the first senior official in eight days to
meet with Arafat, who has been confined by Israel to a few rooms in his
West Bank headquarters since the
start of"Operation Defensive Shield"
last week.
The two talked about cease-fire
efforts during the 90-minute meetings, said Arafat adviser Nabil Abu
Rdeneh.
"We have agreed that there will be
a number of meetings between the
Palestinians and the Americans in the
coming hours," Abu Rdeneh said,
adding that Arafat would participate
in those talks.
Israeli soldiers fired tear gas and
stun grenades at journalists trying to
cover the meeting. Soldiers surrounded the journalists, keeping them about
100 yards away from the compound.
Around 30 tanks surrounded the
building, and some pointed their barrels at the journalists.
Israel hàd]niiiá11 turned'-down
Zinni's request to see Arafat, but
relented after President Bush delivered a tough speech Thursday,

demanding that Israel halt its incursions and announcing he would send
Secretary of State Colin Powell to the
region next week. Bush also accused
Arafat of not confronting terrorists,
and said his difficult situation was
largely of his own making.
Powell called Arafat early this
morning, Rdeneh said. He said they
discussed the Bush speech, and
Arafat accepted Bush's proposals.
Israel was sending conflicting signals Friday. Permission for Arafat to
see Zinni was a first sign that Israel
might be easing its chokehold.
However, Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon said the military offensive
would continue, and Israel Radio said
Israeli forces were speeding up their
occupation of West Bank cities, hoping to cover as much ground as possible before international pressure
forces them to withdraw.
In Friday's fighting, Israeli forces
battled gunmen and searched homes
in the West Bank's largest city,
Nablus, and the lenin refugee camp.
A standoff at the Church of the
Nativity in Bethlehem entered its
fourth day, and protesters in the biblical city planned an anti-American
demonstration later in the afternoon.
Three Palestinian gunmen were
killed in the old city of Nablus, as
• Israeli -helicopter - gunships-fired- at
armed Palestinians. Doctors opened a
makeshift hospital in a mosque
because ambulances could not enter,

they said.
Israeli soldiers were unable to
enter the old city or the nearby Balata
and Askar refugee camps because of
heavy Palestinian resistance, the witnesses said. The Israeli military said
soldiers did not try to enter the three
places.
Four Israeli soldiers were killed
Thursday, three in intense fighting at
the Jenin camp, a stronghold of militant militias, and another in Hebron
during what Israeli military sources
called a small, pinpoint operation that
continued early Friday. Hebron and
Jericho were the only main West
Bank towns still under Palestinian
control.
In a statement Friday, the Israeli
military said it is holding 900
Palestinian prisoners and has confiscated 50 anti-tank grenades and two
launchers, 26 machine guns, nine
bombs, four belts for suicide
bombers, dozens of boxes of ammunition, scores of pounds of explosives, more than 1,300 rifles and
more than 670 pistols.
Pressure was building on the
Israelis to end their operation. The
U.N. Security Council passed a resolution late Thursday calling on Israel
to withdraw "without delay."
Israeli officials and newspaper
editorials- noted-that _Bush did. not.
demand an immediate withdrawal
from the West Bank and did not provide a timeline.

ELIZABETH DALZIELAP Photo
IN PROTEST ... Israeli policeman detain an Arab Israeli protesting Israel's military offensive in the
West Bank outside the U.S. Embassy in the northern Israeli city of Tel Aviv, Thursday. A week into
Israel's largest military offensive in a generation, troops Thursday took over Nablus, the West
Bank's largest city, fought intense battles with gunmen barricaded in nearby refugee camps and
tightened a cordon around armed Palestinians holed up in Bethlehem'sChurch of the Nativity.
- - •The-Haaretz daily said in .a- front- the campaign_could_ continue wail _argue4that the Americans are_no_t_facpage 'analysis that Bush "granted Powell arrived.
ing a timeline in their war on terroi---'
Israel a few more days'grace to comInterior Minister Eli Ishai, a mem- ists and that the Israelis also shouldn't
plete" the offensive. The paper said ber of Israel's security Cabinet, be forced to meet a deadline.
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U.S. says it has
received more
'credible threats'
against allies
BAGRAM, Afghanistan (AP)
— The U.S.-led coalition has
received more "credible threats" of
violence against its members and
journalists in Afghanistan, a military spokesman said Friday,
including pamphlets found in the
east offering a reward for the capture or killing of members of the
allied force.
Attacks could include rockets,
mortars and car bombs, Maj. Bryan
Hilferty said at Bagram air base, in
central Afghanistan.
He provided few details, but
said the leaflets were found last
week in Paktia, the eastern
province where much of the fighting has taken place: It wasn't
immediately clear how much
money the pamphlets offered.
Despite
the recent
success of
You just Operation
Anaconda
launch it and
against alhope it kills
Qaida and
someone If Taliban
fighters in
the Shahe-Kot
—Maj. Bryan
Hifferty mountains, U.S.
officials have, said the war in
Afghanistan is far from over.
The latest reported attack on
coalition forces came Wednesday.
when a group of U.S. special forces
and Afghan military troops said
five rockets landed several miles
from where they were in the Shahe-Kot Valley.
Hilferty said the allied soldiers
believed the attack was aimed at
them, though they were continuing
to analyze the rocket craters for
more information.
He said the rockets didn't
appear to be well-aimed.
"It seemed to be more in the line
of Iraqi Scud attacks in Desert
Storm. You just launch it and hope
it kills someone," he said.
Coalition members have said
they have cleared the Shah-e-Kot
area, but Hilferty said: "If you get
an attack from several. kilometers
away, that's not the same thing."
The Bagram base, to the north.
is also "very well cleared," but
coalition forces could "very well
get rocketed here" too, he added.
Hilferty said a group of less
than 100 U.S. special forces and
hundreds of allied Afghan troops
are still doing surveillance and
reconnaissance in the Shah-e-Kot
region.
At present, he said the allies are
focusing their main efforts on eastern Afghanistan, on the Gardez and
Khost areas.
Also Friday, a Norwegian mine
clearer was badly injured when an
anti-personnel device ezcploded as
he was trying to clear an area just
south of the airfield at Bagram.
U.S. and Norwegian officials said.
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Pie-A-Deli
-Hungry For Something Differtm
Biscuits w/bacon or
Sausage
$1 29
Beef Gyros
$2.79
Chicken Gyros
$2.29
Subs
$1 99
Good Food Ideas!
Freshness Guaranteed!
802 E. Broad s% •
270-251-0002

field
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MALEY
Lawn & Landscape Services
•LANDSC'APINC: Compute'
aided design, installation & maintenance
•LAWN CARE: Mowing. weed control
and fertilization
•IRRIGATION: Start up & mamtenance
•M111:1.(11:I ll.wt

CHRIS HAYS

"Proudly Serving Murray
Since 1989"
NEW LOCATION
512 SOUTH 4TH ST.•753-5726

Meet The Candidate

Toyota of Murray and Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
GMC is proud to announce the addition of
Mr. Chris Hays to its professional sales staff.

Dan
Galloway

Chris is a well-known face in the Murray-Calloway County
community. He is a graduate of Murray High School and has
attended Murray State University. Chris is an avid supporter
area sports and has served as an assistant baseball coach
Graves County High School and as the head coach of the Murra‘
High School girl's varsity soccer team. Chris enjoys meeting and
working with people and he is ready to work with you to find
. vehicle that is just right for you. Come by or call him
new or used'
at the Toyota store in Murray.

For

Circuit Court Clerk

f000f AVA/./ Mum/

'BYO'IPA
OF MURRAY

Saturday,April 6
6 - 9 p.m.

Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri. •8-5 Sat.
Fax (270) 759-9918
Email address - toyotaolmurray.corn

Hwy. 641 South • Murray •753-4961

National Guard
Armory
:sr

s 11111111111111W

Paid For By Dan Galloway For Circuit Court Clerk
Shelia Ann Wilson - Treasurer

19dry Area Uxaerience
ALOHA POOLS & SPAS
24' Aboveground Pool

9995
Installed
Plus
Free Automatic Pool Cleaner

1500 In FREE Product
with Inground Pool
Plus 6.99% Finanacing on approved credit

4 Person Spa

399

Only $1
Tanning Bed Units
Starting At Only'599
CALL

July 10-16, 2002
7 bays/6 Nights
Included Features:
•Cancellation Insurance
(interruption, baggage & accidental death)
•Round trip transfers to Sr from airport
•Round trip air transportation from Nashville
•All transfers including luggage handling
at airports & hotels
•6 Nights Accommodations in Deluxe &
First Class hotels:
2 Nights in Monterey at Fisherman's Wharf
2 Nights in San Francisco at Fisherman's Wharf
2 Nights in Napa
•Breakfast Daily, 3 Lunches and 2 Dinners
•Deluxe motor coach transportation
•Taxes & gratuities

Sightseeing Includes:
City tours in Monterey, San Francisco & Napa Valley Scenic 17-Mile Drive and a visit to the Pebble Beach
Country Club, Visit to Carmel-by-the-Sea, World Famous Monterey Bay Aquarium, Dinner at Cannery Row,
Gourmet Lunch aboard Napa Wine Train and Lunch at a Winery in Sonoma Valley.

LIFE
Maray Bank

1-877-SWINIALOHA
OR VISIT US AT

I 1(1111 IS4 I %. 1\4111h1

Pools & Spas

Hon, Banking Should Be

Paducah ileMon COPY • Jackson

405 S. 12th St.
Member FDIC

WWW.SWINIALOHA.COM

Please RSVP
Patti Thomas
at 753-5626
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In Our Opinion

Foundation's goals
with defibrillators a
plus for community

A Diplomatic Predicament

Automated External Defibrillators have been the subject of
a lot of talk with the Community Healthcare Foundation, and
the Foundation's desire to get these portable machines out
into the community is a noble goal.
The defibrillators, or AEDs as they are called which
"shocks" the heart into a normal rhythm following a heart
attack, can be stationed in health clubs or at sporting event
stadiums such as the RSEC,or at golf courses, and used in the
event of an emergency. And according to an Associated Press
article, the need for accessible AEDs is growing.
Research shows the greatest risk for cardiac arrest are
among men over 45 and women over 55— a group which
constitutes the majority of people wishing to get into shape.
Health clubs or golf courses or walking tracks like that at
RsFC can he eqiiippetiwitlt an MD _tht could_p_otentially
saye someone's life. The AP article states that if defibrillation
is given within the first 60 seconds of cardiac arrest, the survival rate can be as high as 90 percent.
Defibrillators aren't cheap; running in the range of $2,200
not counting training and maintenance, but with training are
safe to operate since a built-in computer initiates the shock or
tells the user one is not needed. But Murray State University
and a church in Marshall County have already shown.interest, and with the nation's population continually aging, the
potential to save lives is there.
The goal to save lives is one of the greatest. We commend
the Foundation in striving to achieve that goal in our own
community.

Last Push
In our last full week of work landfills throughout Kentucky. More
before closing out the 2002 legisla- and more people have learned in
tive session. the Senate passed its recent years about the threats posed
version of the state budget and to our soil and water when garbage
approved bills that would clean up is tossed into illegal dumps.
others
and
Schoolchildren
illegal dumps and establish a unique
new state park.
throughout the state also have drawn
As usual, the attention to the fact that these dumps
days leading up blemish the natural beauty of our
to the end of the state.
were
session
We responded to such concerns
spent pushing by approving a plan to sell $45 milscores of bills lion worth of bonds to jumpstart
over the final efforts to clean illegal dumps and
hurdles of the close abandoned landfills.,
legislative
House Bill 174 was amended by
process.
the Senate to remove a HouseSome of the
plan to imposed a halfLegislative session's high- approved
cent fee to the cost of drinks in disUpdate est-profile issues posable containers and fast food
By Sen. Bob were under the cups. The Senate plan keeps in place
as a proposal to charge a $1 per-ton fec
spotlight
Jackson
and on the cost of durnping garbage into
House
D-Murray
Senate members landfills.
began conferIn last week's legislative action.
ence committee meetings to work we also passed legislation to create a
out differences on various bills.
unique state park in southeastern
One of the biggest issues we Kentucky. The Pine Mountain Trail
worked on was the budget. While State Park would stretch along a
many parts oc the budget remain 120-mile trail along the rocky top of
consistent with the version approved
the Pine Mountain ridge.
by the House, the Senate approved
This "linear" park would be as
changes in a handful of significant
wide as 1,000 feet in some areas and
areas.
as narrow as 100 feet in others. The
Under the Senate plan, the pracwould eventually connect with
frail
tice of using public money to parTrail and link to
Cumberland
the
tially finance gubernatorial elections
of some of the
miles
of
thousands
would end. Instead, the money
trails.
hiking
finest
world's
would go toward raises for all
of the legislation. HB
Supporters
school employees.
increase
The Senate also deleted language 556,say it will substantially
tourism
and
development
economic
from the House-approved budget
visimore
bringing
by
Kentucky
in
that would have allowed counties to
peacethe
enjoy
to
state
the
into
tors
county
in
offenders
house youthful
jails rather than juvenile detention fulness and scenic wonders of the
centers. We also added funding to Appalachian mountains.
There are only a few days left in
train jailers on handling inmates
this legislative session, but I'm
with mental illnesses.
Other budget proposal highlights interested in hearing your thoughts
include funding to provide health' about the issues confronting our
coverage for low-income women state. I hope you'll take the time to
diagnosed with breast or cervical share your comments with me
cancer, the return of 50 percent of through a letter, e-mail, or phone
coal severance tax revenue to coal- call.
producing counties, and continyed
represents
Jackson
Sen.
funding for early childhood develDistrict in
Senate
First
:v
Kentucky
initiatives.
opment
The budget also would continue Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
directing half of our national tobac- Hickman, Trigg and Lyon counties.
co settlement money toward efforts He can be reached toll-free at 1to diversify and promote the state's 800-372-7181. His Web page is at
agricultural base.
tlyvy.senjackson.com. You can write
In last week's Senate activity, we Sen. Jackson at: Legislative Offices,
also addressed growing concerns Capitol Annex, Frankfort, KY
about illegal dumps and abandoned 40601.
•
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The bloody
Israeli-Palestinian stalemate has plunged
President Bush into a diplomatic predicament. With no easy options, he has looked
unusually indecisive and vulnerable to criticism that his actions — and inaction —
have handicapped peacemaking efforts.
U.S. support for Israel is fanning antiAmerican sentiment across the Islamic
world, causing demonstrations in several
countries and clashes between security
forces and thousands of Lebanese and
Palestinians outside the U.S. Embassy in
Beirut.

Washington Today

By Ron Foumier/AP White House Correspondent

Americans who strongly support Bush's doctrine didn't fit Palestinian leader Yasser
anti-terror efforts are less sure about his Arafat.
It's not the first time Bush's rhetoric has
moves in the Middle East.
In a CBS News poll, respondents were shifted.
He all but endorsed Israel's attacks in
evenly split about whether Bush has enough
cities, including Ramallah, on
Palestinian
in
Six
settlement.
a
negotiate
to
experience
10 Americans approve his handling of the Saturday, even as the United States joined
Middle East crisis — a strong show of sup- other U.N. Security Council members in
port but significantly less than his approval calling on Israel to withdraw its troops.
Just two weeks ago, the Bush adminisratings for the war on terrorism.
said Israel must withdraw all its
tration
boost
needed
Bush hopes to receive a
this weekend when British Prime Minister troops and tanks from Ramallah and other
Tony Blair visits the president's ranch in Palestinian-controlled areas qf the West
Crawford, Texas. Blair has been among Bank and Gaza. Bush himself said then
Bush's strongest allies in the war on terror- Israel's actions were "not helpful."
Bush advisers say his position toward
ism and is expected to back the president's
softened as suicide bombers
Israel
East.
efforts in the Middle
Before the meeting, Bush aides said the increased the nation's death toll. In addipresident inherited a complex situation in tion, Israel released seized documents it
the Middle East and is doing everything he said directly linked Arafat's office with ter—C-Eiti to east the erisis.-They also hinted that—
That and other developments leave Bush
a new initiative may be in the offing.
precious few options, including:
with
American
the
think
I
as
"The situation,
—Give Israel his blessing to evict Arafat
people recognize and understand, is deeply.
deeply complicated," White House and dismantle the Palestinian Authority.
—Announce steps that both sides need
spokesman An Fleischer said Wednesday.
U.S. officials said Bush is considering a to take to stop the violence or even suggest
wide range of options, including sending a settlement plan.
—Insist that political issues, such as
Secretary of State Colin Powell to the
region to join forces with envoy Anthony carving up land, be dealt with at the same
Zinni. Fleischer would not comment on. time as negotiating a truce and other securispecifics, but said, "The president will ty issues. For the first time, Fleischer said
always look for constructive ways to Wednesday that Bush was willing to
accomplish bringing peace to the Middle embrace both goals at once.
—Wait patiently for both sides to realize
East."
Bush might have himself to blame for that violence isn't the answer and embrace
the U.S. call for a truce followed by politicomplicating the situation.
He alarmed Muslim nations and many cal talks.
The first option is risky, the second
allies by declaring that Iran, Iraq and North
Korea were an "axis of evil" that needed to unlikely to succeed, U.S. officials said. The
be dealt with. Since his State of the Union third is only a slight variation of Bush's
address, goodwill built up over the years long-held view that only Israel and
Palestinians can create a true peace.
Arab leaders has begun drying up.
Moderate nations that Bush will need in with
a
"Bush is not being indecisive or inconMubarak,
Hosni
President
Egyptian
any wider war on terrorism, such as Turkey,
said Jay Farrar, a military analyst
sistent,"
to
Bush
urged
region,
the
in
ally
U.S.
key
Egypt and Jordan, are questioning his
Center for Strategic and
the
for
miltake "immediate action" to end Israel's
motives, evidence that the crisis has comStudies in Washington.
International
announced
country
His
campaign.
itary
plicated U.S. plans to widen the war on ter"Wrong or not, he has held to the same line:
condiplomatic
limit
would
it
Wednesday
rorism and Move against Iraq's Saddam
Until Palestinians renounce terrorism, the
tacts with Israel.
•
Hussein.
U.S. is going to stand on the sidelines and
diplomatic
a
into
himself
painted
Bush
Even European allies seem increasingly
the hope."
after
shortly
declared
he
when
corner
unhappy with how the Bush administration
Sept. 11 attacks that a country that harbors
has handled the crisis. The European Union
Ron Fournier has covered the White
terrorists would be dealt with as terrorists.
States
United
the
that
suggested Wednesday
House and politicsfor The Associated Press
Bush
Israel,
savaged
bombers
suicide
As
should step aside and allow a new internawas forced to admit that his one-size-fits-all since 1993.
tional alliance to mediate a cease-fire.

Our
LOOK OUT BELOW! From
Readers
Asteroid could strike
Earth ... in 878 years,
give or take a month

take action

"This is not
an urgent
thing," said
Giorgini.
"We can
spend a century thinking
about it, another
By PAUL RECER
century deciding
AP Science Writer
is going to do
who
at
look
new
A
WASHINGTON (AP)—
something and then
an asteroid orbiting the sun shows it
another century figurcould possibly smash into the Earth
out what to do.
ing
millions
of
with the explosive force
Three hundred years from
of tons of TNT. But experts say the
now — we can't even imagpotential impact is still 878 years
how they will handle the
ine
away, time enough for the
problem."
speeding space rock to alter
Asteroid 1950 DA was first disits course.
on Feb. 23, 1950, but then not
covered
Named 1950 DA,the
noted in astronomy logs again for
asteroid — six-tenths of a
decades. It was rediscovered in 2000 and in
mile wide — is the most
2001 whizzed within about 77 million
March
threatening to the Earth of
giving astronomers a chance to
Earth,
of
miles
large
known
all of the
gather visual and radar readings.
asteroids, but the odds are
From that, the astronomers projected the orbital
only about one in 300 that it
1950 DA would take on its next 15 near pass-path
the
planet,
would impact
es of the Earth — over a period covering nearly
researchers said Thursday in the
nine centuries.
journal Science.
For the 15th near pass, on March 16, 2880, the
"One in 300 is pretty long odds," said Jon D.
analysis showed it was mathematically possible,
Giorgini, a scientist at the Jet Propulsion
though unlikely, that the asteroid could hit the
Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif., and the first
Earth.
to
going
author of the study. "I'm not personally
"What we are predicting is like figuring out a
worry about. It is so far in the future that lots of
15-bank shot in a game of pool," said Giorgini.
things could change."
"We can predict the first 13 banks really well, but
Tom Morgan,chief scientist of the National
it is the last few that we need to know more
small
's
Administration
Space
and
Aeronautics
about."
planet program,said there are approximately
More observations and perhaps close-up views
1,000 asteroids bigger than six-tenths of mile that
improve the accuracy of the prediction.
will
sun.
the
of
orbit
their
in
Earth
the
can pass near
"Once we know more about the physical propAbout 580 have been found and their orbits ploterties of the asteroid — what it's made of and
ted. Of these, only 1950 DA represents a possible
how it spins — then we can refine that 15th
Morgan
future.
the
in
centuries
is
threat, and that
bounce. But it may take decades to get that kind
said NASA continues an effort to identify all the
of information," said Giorgini.
other large asteroids that pass near Earth.
He said the highest probability is that the aster"It is my great hope that we don't find any that
oid in the year 2880 will miss the Earth by about
are greater threats," Morgan said.
180,000 miles — a distance closer than the
If 1950 DA did hit the Earth, said Giorgini, it
230,000-mile orbit of the Moon around the Earth.
would have planetwide effects, setting off fires,
But the range of mathematical probabilities also
changing the weather and perhaps creating
a possible impact.
include
planet
a
be
immense tidal waves. But it would not
orbit carries it around the sun
asteroid's
The
out
snuffed
have
to
thought
the
like
asteroid
killer
every 2.2 years. It passes within 77 million miles
the dinosaurs some 65 million years ago. That
of the sun and then loops back into space, passing
asteroid was about 16 times larger than 1950 DA,
Mars' orbit and reaching a point some 241 million
he said.
miles from the sun. In its endless wandering
In any case, said Atigini, if scientists deterspace, it only infrequently passes near the
through
does
DA
1950
mine in the coming centuries that
Earth.
represent a threat, there'll be plenty of time to

Dear Editor:
I have been working as a mail
carrier here in Murray since June of
last year. I am almost daily amazed
at the randOm acts of kindness
shown to me by citizens of Murray.
I have received words of encouragement, friendly greetings, offers
of water(on those scorching days
of last summer), shelter from the
storms, etc.
One day, a man on Sycamore
stood in the pouring rain to flag me
out of his driveway because visibility and traffic were so bad.
Just today, a man on Main Street
handed me a snack as I gave him
his mail. A nice lady on North 10th
Street offered for me to come in
and warm up. Last summer when
Coldwater Road flooded, the lady at
Horton Lock Shop invited me in as
I was wading water up to me knees
and lightning was flashing.
I wish I could specifically mention and thank all of the people who
have been so hospitable and caring.
Carrying the mail has been quite
a change from teaching elementary
school for 25 years, and I really
appreciate the folks of Murray making the transition easier.
Lynne Rogers
Mayfield, KY 42066

Got
Something
To Say?
Letters may be submitted by fax at 270-7531927 or by mail to 1001
Whitnell Ave., Murray,
KY 42071. Letters must
be signed and have a
telephone number'
For questions, call Eric
Walker at 753-1916, ext.
27.
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Funeral services for Kyoko M. Cooper will be
Saturday, April 6, at 11 a.m. at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church. The Rev. Scott Alford will
officiate. Burial is to follow at South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Melvin Henley, Dale Spencer,
Steve Knott, Tanny Barnes, Lewis Perry, Pat Scott and
Hugh Cooper.
Mrs. Cooper, 64. New Orleans, La., formerly of
Murray. died Monday. April 1, 2002, at 12:45 p.m. at
Pendleton Memorial Methodist Hospital in New
Cooper
Orleans.
in Osaka, Japan, she was a teacher and librarian at
1937
10,
Born April
New Orleans and a member of the Japan Club.
in
School
Green Middle
by her husband, Jackie Cooper, whom she marsurvived
is
Mrs. Cooper
Jeanette Cooper LaRose, Harvey, La.; one
daughter,
one
ried June 8, 1959;
one sister, SaKiko Hashimoto, San
Orleans;
New
son, Shawn Copper,
and Shinzo Matsumoto, both of
Nishihara
Shinjiro
brothers,
Francisco; two
Jennifer and Christopher
Robert,
grandchildren,
three
Tokyo, Japan; and
La.
LaRose, all of Harvey,
Visitation is scheduled from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. tonight at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report

SUPPORT RELAY FOR LIFE

Saturday, April 6 • 2-4 p.m.

1611 Ridgewood (Off Wiswell Road)

S
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•
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(217110r).107rt5h912-,2
Murray, KY 42071

SINCE 1854

J.J.B. Hilliard, W.L. Lyons, Inc. • Member NYSE and SIPC

Kut

Kari

Used Cars & Trucks
From Peppers
Certified Pre-Owned Vehicles With 8 Years/
80,000 Mile Limited Power Train Warranty
2001 Dodge Stratus 4 Dr. Sedan - St. #CC573, White, Auto., AC, PW.
PL, 26K'mi. $13,995.
2001 Dodge Grand Caravan Sport - St. #CT576, Blue. V6, Auto., AC,
Rear AC, PW, PL, 30K mi. $19,995.
2001 Dodge Intrepid - St. #CC583, Blue, V6, Auto., AC, PW, PL, TC.
29K mi. $14,995.
2001 Dodge Intrepid - St. #CC586, Maroon, V6, Auto., AC,PW,PL, TC,
30K mi. $14,995.
2001 Dodge Grand Caravan Sport - St. #CT584, Burgundy, V6, Auto..
AC & Rear AC, PW, PL. TC, 29K mi. $19,995.
2001 Plymouth Neon LX - St. #CC588, White, Auto., AC, PW, PL, TC.
29K mi. $10,986.
2000 Plymouth Voyager - St. #CT589, White, V6, Auto., AC, PW, PL,
TC, Cassette, 27K mi. $14,995.
1999 Dodge Neon Sport - St. #C72268A, Platinum Grey, Auto., AC, PS.
PB, TC, CD, 32K mi. $8,995.
1999 Jeep Grand Cherokee LTD 4x4 - St. #CT585. Taupe, V8, Auto.
AC, PW, PL, TC, CD, Leather, Moon Roof, Power Seats, 36K mi
$21,986.
1999 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo 4x4 - St. #C7587, Deep Slate,
Auto., AC, PW, PL, PS, TC, CD, Leather, 39K mi. $19,995.

MIMS

MURRAY PRESCHOOL/HEADSTART &
EARLY HEAD START REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION
Friday, April 12,•2002 - 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
1st Floor Alexander Hall (Old Special
Education Bldg."- MSU (16th St.)
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR PREkHOOL/HEADSTART
•Age three or four by October I, 2002
*Qualify for income guidelines(four year olds must meet school district's
free meal guidelines; three year olds must meet Federal Poverty Guidelines)
•Disability children will be eligible regardless of income.
•Children who turn three during the 2002-2003 school year and meet
disability guidelines may.enfer the program on their third birthday.
*Tuition optiotAnav be available
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Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

Our Best Investment Is You.
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'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - price unchanged

P;c9e:as
99.80 - 1.04
48.86 + 0.61
30.29 - 0.30
22.11 - 0.19
4.52 - 0.07
20.21 - 0.07
28.00 + 0.21
55.92 + 0.12
56.80 + 0.35
20.44 + 0.38
50.56 + 0.13
38.80 - 0.20
29.40 + 0.15
50.24 + 0.48
48.23 + 0.58
22.50 + 0.10
37.50 - 0.05
59.32 + 0.04
6.36 - 0.14

.....-.10307AI + 72.24 IBM
8
Dow Jones Ind.
49.60 + 0.76 Ingersoll Rand
Air Products
22.30 - 0.29 Intel
AOL Time Warner
15.08 - 0.02 Kroger
AT&T
36.02 - 0.23 Lucent Tech
Bell South
45.20 "+ 0.20 Mattel
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb ....32.20 + 0.05 McDonalds
56.48 + 1.07 Merck
Caterpillar
87.70 - 0.09 Microsoft
Chevron Texaco Corp
44.92 + 0.65 J.C. Penney
Daimler Chrysler
75.90 + 0.38 Pepsico, Inc.
Dean Foods
43.05 - 0.10 Pfizer, Inc.
Exxon-Mobil
15.21 + 0.07 Schering-Plough
Ford Motor
37.55 + 0.25, Sears
General Electric
60.31 + 0.17 Union Planters
General Motors
GlaxoSmith Kline ADR 46.98 + 1.29 US Bancorp
.32.43 + 0.27 UST
Goodrich
22:30 + 0.20 Wal-Mart
Goodyear
11.02 B 11.20 A Worldcom Inc.
HopFed Bank*
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Sammie Wilson Castleberry

Thomas Rondall Burt, 76, Calvert City, died
Thursday. April 4, 2002, at 12:46 p.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
Retired as a traffic manager of Carbide Graphite in
Calvert City, he was a WWII U.S. Army Corps. veteran
and a member of First Baptist Church in Calvert City.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Luck and
Evon Rogers Burt.
Mr. Burt is survived by his wife, Carolyn Burt,
Calvert City; one son, William 'Bill' Burt, Calvert City;
two daughters, Marsha Koeppen, Murray, Daphne
Quigley. Butler, Penn.; one brother, Roger L. Burt.
Burt
Mayfield; and four grandchildren, Alex Burt, Calvert
City, Katie Quigley, Butler. Penn., Mike Quigley, Lexington, Ky., and Tom
Quigley, Indianapolis, Ind.
Graveside services will be Saturday. April 6, at 1 p.m. at Salem Baptist
Church Cemetery in Calloway County. Visitation is from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. today at Collier Funeral Home in Benton.
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N1eniurial ser‘ices tor Robert L. Phillips will be Friday, April 12. 2002, at
2 p.m. at the Senior Citizens Building in Bardwell, Ky.
Mr. Phillips, 87, Bardwell, died Wednesday. April 3, 2002, at 6 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
An employee of Gulf Oil Company in Indianapolis, Ind. before retiring,
Mr. Phillips was a member of the Morris Valley Christian Church in
Bardwell and was an army veteran of WWII.
Born April 7, 1914 in Indianapolis, he was preceded in death by his wife,
Sylvia Lee Bannister Phillips; parents, Charles E. and Ivy Wilhite Phillips;
three brothers and three sisters.
He is survived by two daughters, Edith Sartor, Bangladesh, South Asia,
Roberta •Bobbie' Wyatt, Bardwell; one son, Edwin J. Phillips. Plainfield,
Ind.; eight grandchildren, 27 great-grandchildren and six great great-grandchildren.
Mr. Phillips will be cremated. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge
of arrangements.

Sammie Wilson diCastleberry, 61. Benton, died
Thursday, April 4, 2002. at 1:30 a.m. at his home.
A retired supervisor at General Tire in Mayfield, he Lula Mae Cooper
was a member of New Zion Baptist Church.
Funeral services for Lula Mae Cooper will be Saturday, April 6, 2002,at 11
Mr. Castleberry was preceded in death by his par- a.m. at Blalock-Colemad& York Funeral Home. Burial is to follow at Murray
ents, William 'Bill' and Lillie Tubbs Castleberry.
City Cemetery.
He is survived by is wife, Donna Castleberry,
Ms. Cooper, 90, Murray, died Wednesday, April 3, 2002, at 9 a.m. at West
Benton;,son, Jerry Castleberry, Benton; two sisters,
•View Nursing Home.
Anna Bell, Calloway County and Mamie Jo Ninuno,
A member of Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church,she was preceded in death
Mary Jane 'Janie' Waters
Benton; and' one grandson, Michael Andrew
6,
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will
two sisters, Rosanna Cooper and Bobbie Lee Tharpe; one brother, Johnny
by
Waters
'Janie'
Funeral services for Mary Jane
Castleberry. Benton.
Orr
Glen
Rev.
Sr.; one nephew,Johnny Cooper Jr. and one great nephew, Johnny Lee
Cooper
Home.
Funeral
Calloway
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Murray,Funeral services will be Sunday, April 7, 2002, at 2
Cooper.
Gardens.
Memorial
Rev.
Roy
Castleberry p.m. at Collier Funeral Home in Benton.
will officiate. Burial is to follow at Murray
She is survived by two nieces, Jenell and Jennifer Thorpe; one great niece.
Gibson, Rev. Mike Littrell and Rev. Brad Hall will
Pallbearers will be Davit Faulkner, Allen Faulkner, Ricky Alexander,
Belinda Teagues, Murray; three great nephews,Chris Cooper, Memphis,Tenn.,
Jeff DeMarcus, Don Demarcus and Jason Demarcus. Oneida White and officiate. Burial is to follow at Hamlet Cemetery in Benton.
Home.
Timothy Cooper, Conn., Jonathan Cooper, Kokomo,Ind.; and a special friend,
Visitation is after 4 p.m. Saturday at Collier Funeral
Kathy Alexander will provide the music.
La Verda Johnson,.Murray.
•
_
Mrs. Waters,69,- Murray,-died-Wednesday. April .3,-2002.- at-S:38- p.m.-at- Visitation is from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. today at Blalock-Coleman & York
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Geneva Francis Fike, 83, Calvert City, died Wednesday, April 3, 2002, at Funeral Home.
A member of Westside Baptist Church and a school bus driver for 15 12:10 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital.
A native of Mayfield, she was a member of Southland Baptist Temple.
years for Calloway County Schools, she was preceded in death by her parworked for 25 years at the Clausners Hosiery Mill and was a cook on the
ents, Bernard Sietman and Theresa LeGrand.
SPECIALS!
Mrs. Waters is survived by her husband, James H. Waters, Murray; one river.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Amos Fike; parents, Perry and
TANNING $20 for 300 Mir. PEDICURES $15
son, Robert A. Waters and wife Lisa Gail, Jackionville, Fla.; one step son,
Patricia Guess and
daughter,
one
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Grady
son,
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Paul
Brooks;
Mary
MANICURES $8
PERMS $38 & up
James Martin Waters, South Boston, Va.; one sister, Rita C. Pearl and hus- one grandson.
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brothers,
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two
Ill.;
Jonesboro,
band Paul,
Mrs. Fike is survived by two sons, Bobbie Fike, Murray, James Edward
Robby.
grandchildren,
three
and
Mo.;
Oran.
of
all
Sietman,
and Joseph L.
MEN'S HAIRCUT $8
Fike, Napane, Ind.; three daughters, Shirley Futrell, Calvert City, Donna
Ask about 5 cuts tor 4 card
Michael and Andrew Waters, all of Jacksonville, Fla.
Baggett, Reidland, Ginger McCue, Mayfield; two brothers, George Brooks,
Certificate.
Visitation will be after 5 p.m. today at Murray-Calloway Funeral Home. Paducah, Roy Brooks, Benton; 21 grandchildren and 27 great-grandchildren.
A Iahlc
Funeral services will be today, April 5, 2002, at 2 p.m. at Lindsey Funeral
Home. Rev. Harold Council will officiate. Burial is to follow at Chapel Hill
Elaine Garland Etherton•
Cemetery in Mayfield.
southside Shopping Center • Murray
Elaine Garland Etherton, 69, Murray, died today. April 5, 2002, at 5:25
Visitation was today from noon until 2 p.m. at Lindsey Funeral Home.
Open Late B) Appointment
a.m. at her home.
Arrangements are incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
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For information call 762-3262
Please Bring:
*Child's Certified Birth Certificate
•Proof-of-income - 2001 tax returns(W2 forms) K-TAP, Child Support,
Social Security or SS!, Grant/Scholarship information etc.
'Social Security cards of all family members
*Medical Card or Insurance Numbers
*Custody Documentation, if applicable
Locations of Program: MSU Alexander Hall, Willis Early Child Care
Center, Ruby Simpson Child Development Center
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR EARLY HEADSTART
•Pregnant Women
•Infants and Toddlers Age Birth to Three
'Must Meet Federal Poverty Guidelines

For Information Call: 762-5438

Please Bring:
*Child's Certified Birth Certificate
'Proof-of-income - 2001 tax return (W-2 forms) K-TAP, Child Support,
Social Security or SSI, Grant/Scholarship information etc.
Social Security cards of all family members
'
'Medical Card or Insurance Numbers
Custody Documentation, if applicable
'
Location of Programs: MSU Alexander Hall (Old Special
Education Building)

2001 Dodge 1500 Quad Cab SLT Pickup - St. #CT1229B, Red, V8.
Auto., AC, PW, PL, TC, Cassette, 16K mi. $19,995.
2001 Jeep Wrangler Sahara - St. #CT2197A, Burgundy w/Tan Top,
Auto., AC, TC, Dual Tops, 15K mi. $20,986.
2000 Ford F-150 Club Cab XLT Pickup - St. #CT2253A, White, V8,
Auto., AC, PW, PL, TC, Cassette, 37K mi. $18,995.
2000 Dodge Dakota Club Cab SLT+ Pickup - St. #CT2179A, Blue/Tan.
V6, Auto., AC, PW, PL, TC, 28K mi. $14,995.
2000 Dodge Dakota Club Cab SLT+ - St. #CT2213AA, Blue/Tan, V6,
Auto., AC, PW. PL, 43K mi. $13,995.
2000 Nissan Xterra - St. #01471.1,4 WD, SE, Red, V6, Auto.. AC, PW.
PL, TC, Cass. $16,995.
2000 Oldsmobile Alero Coupe - Silver, Auto., AC, PS. PB, 41K mi
$9,995.
1999 Chevrolet Malibu LS - St. #CT2237A, Tan, V6, Auto., AC, PW,PL,
TC, Aluminum Wheels, 40K mi. $9,995.
1999 Ford F-150 XLT Club Cab 4x4 Pickup - St. #CT2257A, Blue, V8, Auto., AC, PW, PL, TC, Cassette, 51K mi. $18,995.
1999 Dodge Conversion Van - St. #01128.1. Maroon. PW, PL, TC.
Cass., 41K mi. $13,995.
1999 Ford F150 XLT Pickup - St. #C12052A, Silver. Auto., AC. PW. PL.
PS, 19K mi. $12,986.
1998 Chevy Lumina - St. #CC582A, Green, V6, Auto., AC, PW, PL, TC.
Cassette, 72K mi. $7,995.
1997 Pontiac Trans Sport Mini Van - St. ICT2256AA, White, V6, Auto..
AC, PW, PL. TC, 52K mi. $9,995.
1997 Nissan Quest GXE Mini Van - St. #CC2235A, Mauve, V6, Auto..
AC, PW, PL, TC, 86K mi. $9,995.
1997 Buick Century - St. #CX02168.1, White, V6, Auto., AC, PW, PL,
45K mi. $7,995.
1997 Plymouth Grand Voyager SE - St. #C12008A, white, V6, auto..
AC, PW, PL, TC, cassette, 71K mi. $8,995.00.
1997 Dodge Stratus 4 Dr. Sedan - St. #CT2138A, White. Auto., AC,PS.
PB, TC, Cassette, 48K mi. $6,995.
1996 Ford Club Wagon Chateau - St f$C,T2140A, green/tan, V8, auto.,
AC, PW, PL. TC. 85K mi. $11,995.
( "Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car Or Truck Company )

PEPPERS
CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH • DODGE •JEEP
2400 E. Wood St - Pans. TN -(901)642-5661 - 1-800-748-8816
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The follow ing is a reminder of an event for the week that have recently
been published in the Murray Ledger & Times:
•••
Sandra Odom, daughter of Mr and Mrs. Charles Callahan and
the late Charles Odom of Hardin, and Barry Leidecker, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Leidecker of Paducah, will be married Saturday,
April 6, at 2 p.m. at Palma United Methodist Church in Palma.

Pet First Aid to be
taught by Red Cross
1

•
•
•

.

,

CCMS student earns award

35

.

-`'

The United States Achievement Kim
Academy announced that Brandon Phillips
Phillips from Hazel has been named
a United States National Award Hazel
Winner in English.
and the
This award is a prestigious honor grandvery few students can ever hope to son of
attain. In fact, the Academy recog- Jerry
nizes fewer than 10 percent of all Starks
American high school students.
and the
Phillips, who attends Calloway late
County Middle School, was nomi- Brenda
nated for the national award by Starks
Jeanetta McCallon, a teacher at the
school. He will appear in the United Almo
••
— States Achievement- Academy -a
-d-Phillips
Official Yearbook, which is pub-, Myrna
lished nationally.
Phillips of Murray and Jim Phillips
Phillips is the son of Steve and of North Carolina.
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Photo provided

PARENT'S NIGHT OUT ... Calloway County Middle School's
7th- and 8th-grade Junior Beta Clubs hosted the 2nd annual
Parent's Night Out in February. Pictured are (I-r) Ashley
Jackson, Weston Harper, Lauren Oliver and Chelsea Morris.

Kiwanians learn about clothing
_Members.ot
Club were pleasantly surprised to
learn that a significant garment
manufacturing bbsiness exists in the
community. Judy Mastera-Futrell
spoke at last week's meeting and
described her business, Shane Lee
Clothing, which she started in 1982
and named for her two sons.
Mastera-Futrell was an art major
at Murray State University and her
designs all feature attractive artwork. Her fashions are aimed at the
above-30 age group. She employs
eight to 10 people full time in
Murray and has a contract factory in
Missouri as well.
Though the business has a small
outlet store at 308 Main Street, the

ty - of
sales
r e
made
wholesale and
her
clothing is
then
sold
through
catalogs
and gift
Mastera-Futrell
stores
around the country. They are also
displayed
a
website.
on
www.shanelee.com.

Kenlake ladies brave cold
Eleven of the Kenlake Ladies
braved the cold north winds on
Wednesday. April 3
., a less than
spring-like day.
The ladies divided into three
teams for their game of the day,
- which ended in-a tie,between the Ina
Horth. Delana McCuiston, Betty
Cardwell and Joan Griesemer team
and the Dotty Elliott, Jeanne Van.
Freda Elkins and Becky Horton

Photo provided

WOW HOSTESSES ... Hostesses for the March meeting of
Woodman of the World, Lodge 728, were, left to right.
Ernestine Hargis. Lavonia Rowland and Rachel Jackson. The
next meeting will be Monday, April 8, at 6 p.m. at the Green
Horse Cafe. Hostesses for that meeting will be Barbara
Ramsey, Candace Dowdy and Daytha Outland.

Apple Blossom Health Food

team with a score of 36 for the nine
holes.
Other members present were
Bobbe Manning, who had a chip in
on the ninth hole, Mary Madajczyk
and Hazel Hill.

Downtown promotion continues
The third giveaway in Murray Main Street's "We're Cracking Up
Downtown" promotion begins April 5 and runs through April 13. The prize
package for this week includes a $50 Corn Austin gift certificate, a $50 Mr.
Fs and Lady J's gift certificate and a nylon briefcase from Hilliard Lyons.
Visit any downtown merchant to register.

Parents night out planned
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Center for Health and Wellness
will be hosting a parents night out on Saturday, April 6, from 5 p.m. to 8
p.m. at the center. The cost is $7 per child. Snacks will be provided. To signup, call 762-1836.

Crimestoppers to meet

Murray High School's Site Based Decision Making Council will meet in
a special called meeting on Monday, April 8, at 3 p.m. in the media center.

Woodmen plan meeting
Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 will meet Monday, April 8, at 6 p.m.
at the Green Horse Cafe. Hostesses for the meeting will be Barbara Ramsey,
Candace Dowdy, Daytha Outland and Vicky Crafton from Forever Green
Nursery, who will be showing planting tips for aspring_flower garden.

Panel discussion to be held
A capital punishment panel discussion will be held Tuesday, April 9, at
7 p.m. in the Curris Center Small Ballroom. The public is invited to attend.
The event is sponsored by Alpha Phi Sigma, the criminal justice student
honor society. For more information, call Dr. Paul Lucko at 762-2785.
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14.95
(*On most cars & trucks)

C We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires )

HOLLAND TIRE CO.

SUPPORT
RELAY FOR LIFE

East to hold site based elections
Parent elections for East Calloway Elementary School's Site Base
Decision Making Council will be held Tuesday, April 9, at 5:30 p.m. in the
school's cafeteria.

Alm°. KY • 753-1934
Owners Gary & Brenda Crawford
.Senen,The Best BBQ. Rth.s. Pork & Chicken'.

IT'S TIME FOR A CHANGE
VOTE

FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAI.

Amos"Moe"
McCarty

THEOS "They Help Each Other Spiritually," a support group for men
and women who have lost their spouse, will meet in theCalloway County
Library Annex on Tuesday, April 9, at 2 p.m. After the meeting, everyone
will go to Sirloin Stockade for dinner. For more information call Opal
Howard at 753-1998 or William Steele at 753-2875.

*SHERIFF*

Homemaker Club to meet

I" ThiA Smoked Pork Chop

Mon.-Wed. - 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Thurs. & Fri. - 10 a.m.-8 p .m.

96 East Main Street •753-5606

THEOS to meet

The Wadesboro Homemakers Club will meet Tuesday, April 9 at 9:30
a.m. at the Green Horse Restaurant.
s

Seniors offered free tax help

CHEROKEE HILLS STEAK HOUSE
Starting April 11 We Will Be Open
Thurs., Fri., Sat. & Sun.
We Will Have The Following Selections,
Thursday Night: Open 4-9 p.m.
Offering $9.95 Buffet
Featuring Texas Prime Rib, Broasted Chicken, BBQ
Ribs, Catfish and a variety of vegetables and
desserts.
Friday Night: Open 4-10 p.m.
Offering a full menu of Steaks, Fish, Chicken & Buffet
Saturday Night: Open 4-10 p.m.
Offering a full menu of Steaks, Fish, Chicken & Buffet
Sunday: Open 11 a:m.-3 p.m.
Offering a $9.95 Buffet featuring Prime Rib, BBQ Ribs
BroaSted Chicken, Caffish, variety of vegetables &
desserts
Banquet Rooms Available To Accommodate
Groups of 10 to 150 People
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
Any Denomination

"Steaks Are Just Better At The Ranch"
(270)436-5566
•
•
qk

4

.......
•41

(731)232-6006

Located at TN/KY State Line - From Paris Landing 5 Miles
on 119, Frord/ Murray 15 min. South on 121 'Follow Signs.

1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

The Panic Room
R - 1:05 - 3:35 - 7:20 - 9:40
Showtime
PG13 - 9:00
Ice Age
PG - 1:30 - 3:20 - 7:10
Big Trouble
PG13 - 1:10 - 3:10 - 7:10 - 9:10
High Crimes
PG13 - 1:25 - 3:50- 7:20 - 9:45
The Rookie
C- 1:05 - 3:45 - 7:00 - 9:35
Clockstoppers
PG - 1:15 - 3:25 - 7:15 - 9:20
Blade 2
li - 1 25 .3 50 - 7-25 - 9.4:5
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU APRIL 11TH
Program Information

ArAlrirll‘rowir

Two Internal Revenue Service trained representatives of the American
Association'of Retired Persons will be filing income tax forms for seniors
and low income citizens at Glendale Road Church of Christ building
through April 9. For an appointment call 753-3714.

Theatres

Matinees April 5Th,6T" & 7TH

Call 753-3314
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Special meeting set

The Kirksey Senior Citizens will meet at noon on Monday, April 8, for
their monthly potluck. Karen Welch of the New Life Christian Center will
be the speaker. Please invite a senior adult to join us for this informative
program.

YOUR MAGISTRATE
OF DISTRICT #3

CRAWFORD'S
BAR-B-QUE

a

Crimestoppers of Murray and Calloway County's monthly meeting will
be Monday, April 13-, at 11:30 a.m. at Boulder's Cafe. During the meeting,
candidates for county attorney and judge executive will be on hand to speak
briefly about the position they are running for. The public is welcome to
attend.

The Calloway County Republican Party will meet Monday,April 8, at 7
p.m. in the meeting room Of the Calloway County Public Library. All interested persons are invited to attend.

BRANDON

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

14.1471
°

The city of Dexter will be having a Flea Market today, April 5, from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. and Saturday, April 6, from 8 a.m. to noon at the Dexter
Community Center. Plenty of items will be available to choose from for
purchase.

Senior Citizens meeting set

All Stock
Next to Faye's Custom Embroidery

Flea market planned today

/please RE-ELECT

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
75% OFF

The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross has a new
course it will soon be offering. Pet First Aid teaches basic information
on how to recognize illnesses and injuries in cats and dogs.
Participants will learn techniques for rescue and handling, medication administration as well as treatment for shock, choking and bleeding. Instruction will cover immediate attention for common emergencies.
The new class will be offered on Saturday, April 20,from 12:30 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m. in the meeting room of the Calloway County Public
Library. The $15 fee includes the Pet First Aid book and other supplies.
Preregistration is required at the Red Cross office. For more information, call 753-1421.

Watch for
Home Improvement Republican party to meet

306 N 12th Street Murray, Ky

75% OFF

Community Datebook

.

I•

'Life Long Resident OfCalloway Co.
*Army Border Patrol
*20 years With Murray Fire Dept
*35 Years Business Experience
'Elected Constable
#1 On Ballot
#1 In Qualification

Educational Alzheimer's meeting set
There will be an educational meeting on Alzheimer's Disease on
Tuesday, April 9, at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The topic of the meeting will be "50 Stress Reducers" presented by Cindy Ragsdale, director of social work for MCCH.

Paid For Si'AMON MeCrir

Beans to Blossoms
1519 Bethel Road

OPENING FOR THE SEASON

APRIL 2ND
(
NOW READY FOR YOUR SPRING GARDE"I
•Pansies •Annual Dianthus *Creeping Phlox
*Soapwort .Lady's Smock •Candytuft
•Flowering Kale
OPEN TUES.-SAT. 10 A.M. - 6 P.M.
www.beanstoblossoms.com

•••••
L"Z

Bridaf
Registnj
Pier 1 Imports
1 is pleased to have
Candice Fain
i
bride-elect of
Brandon Winebarger
join our
bridal registry.

•NM imports
Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851
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New adult guide offers solutions for health
Two frequently overlooked
health problems among older adults
are the inadvertent misuse and
abuse of alcohol and medications.
Mental health problems — depression and anxiety — also are often
overlooked among adults over age
65. The Substance Abuse and
Mental
Health
Services
Administration (SAMHSA) and the
National Council on the Aging
(NCOA) have teamed up to help
respond to these issues by releasing
a guide for community-based organizations that help seniors.
The new guide, Promoting Older
Adult Health: Aging Network
Partnerships to Address Medication,
Alcohol and Mental Health
Problems, provides concrete, practical guidance for mental health, substance abuse, primary care and
aging services providers to help
them join together to provide education, prevention, screening, referrals
and treatment for seniors experienc-

.a new
!nation
edicableedergen30 p.m.
Public
pplies.
forma-

ing or at risk for substance abuse
and mental health problems.
"As many as 17 percent of older
adults are affected by alcohol and/or
prescription drug misuse, and an
estimated 20 percent of older adults
experience mental disorders that are
not a normal part of aging. Yet,
older adults often are reluctant to
seek help for these preventable and
treatable problems," Charles Curie,
SAMHSA administrator, said. "This
new guide helps facilitate collaborations among mental health, substance abuse and aging services
providers to the benefit of millions
of older Americans."
"By providing these connections,
we can more successfully identify
older adults who are at risk for problems with alcohol, medication and
mental health and connect them
with the prevention education, outreach and treatment services that
can dramatically improve their
lives," James P. Finnan, president

and CEO ot The National Council
on the Aging, said. 'There are innovative program models and creative
funding strategies described in this
book, however, the real success of
this joint effort will be measured in
the improved quality of life for
countless millions of older
Americans, both today and for
decades to Grime."
The guide identifies programs
across the country that are liking
with community partners to provide
seniors with needed support without
requiring individual organizations
to commit large amounts of staff
time or money. It highlights how
these programs operate and offers
lessons from their successes.
Finally, it shows how a direct
approach to addressing medication,
alcohol and mental health problems
among older adults can enhance the
capabilities of aging services and
foster healthy aging in older adults.

The guide is based on findings of
a national search by the NC'OA to
identity exemplary programs that
make the needed service linkage,
Fifteen programs are profiled in
depth and an additional 25 noted.
National and state contact information is provided to aid organizations,
find resources and advice.
The publication is available free
from
SAMHSA's
National
Clearinghouse for Alcohol and Drug
Information (NCADI). Call 1-800729-6686 or 1-800-487-4889 TDD
(for hearing impaired).

Program provides education on antiques and collectibles
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Taylor and McGillivary
Jennifer Taylor and Stephen McGillivary were married on September 22,
2001 in the St. Francis-Xavier Catholic Church in St. Louis, Mo.
_ Taylor is the daughter of Bob and Janice Taylor of Sparta and the granddaughter of Louise Peery and-thelateifill-Peefjlaiid-Mirgaret Taylor and
the late Alfred Taylor, all of Murray.
She is a 1993 graduate of Sparta High School and received her bachelor's degree in business administration from Murray State University and
her law degree from St. Louis University School of Law. Taylor is currently a judicial clerk for the United States District Court in St. Louis.
McGillivary is a 1993 graduate of Troy High School in Troy, Mich. He
is the son of James and Mary McGillivary of Detroit, Mich.
McGillivary received his bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering
from the University of Michigan and his master's degree in mechanical
engineering from Washington University in St. Louis. He is currently
employed by the Boeing Company in St. Louis.
The couple currently resides in Webster Groves, Miss.
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MEMBERSHIP PINS ... During the March meeting of Woodman
of the World, Lodge 728, sisters Theda Farris, left, and Martha
Brandon. right, were presented their 50-year Woodman membership pins by Luta Hudson. lodge 728 president.

had done on silver. She is a longtime
silver collector and Overly brought
her expertise to the western part of
the state last week.
"We like to have these seminars
and they are pretty well known in
the Pennyrile- area," Wilson said.-"Ifelt this was something we could
build a wonderful program around
so a committee of three agents and
three homemakers began working
on it back in June." When Overly
agreed to come, Wilson said it provided the building block. Overly's
presentation included all aspects of
silver collecting from storing to
cleaning to security. "If you are
going to buy silver," Overly said,
"learn as much about it as you can
before you go to buy it. If not, someone else will teach you and it may be
an expensive lesson." Some 200
people from the area attended the
program.
"The response was so beyond our
expectations," said Clara Lawrence,
president of the Pennyrile Area
Homemakers
Extension
Association.
The appraisal work for WPSDTV is done by Jerry Snook, a
Paducah dealer who has been in the
business for 42 years. Snook looked
over items the participants brought
to the program and picked out about
30 to use on the show.
"Basically, I look for the most
unusual and the rarest of items first,"
he said. "They are usually the ones

207 S. 7th St. • Murray

753-9132

that shock people.
"Everything is collectible,"
Snook said. "There isn't anything
that people aren't collecting now.
What I tell people is to collect things
they like and as long as it is not real
expensive they- -probably aren't
going to get hurt. But when they
start paying big dollars for anything
then they better learn what they are
collecting."
Reproductions and less-thanhonorable sellers can make it expensive for those who are not well
versed in what they are collecting,
Snook and other dealers at the event
noted.
Many people at the event got
their start in collecting by inheriting
something or being given a gift.
That was the case for Carole Schafer
of Trigg County. Schafer collected
dolls as a young girl and brought
four with her to the program.
The dolls are made of papermache and were given to her when
she was in high school by a friend of
her mother's who knew she collected dolls. They've been sitting in a
box in recent years.

Photo Provided

YOUNG KING COLE ... Cole
Dodd was recently crowned
king during the Easter
Parade of Beauties for children ages 13-24 months.
Dodd also won awards for
prettiest hair, best dressed
and prettiest eyes. He is the
son of Nathan and Whitney
Dodd. Murray. and the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Barry Joseph, Mr. and Mrs.
Dwight Patton and Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Dodd.

A\ CUT ABOVE
ib4C
,

FULL SERVICE SALON
"A New Place with Familiar Faces"

We are pleased to present
thefollowing registered couples:
Shea Stonecipher and Scott Lowe
Shawn Rardon and Joe Rexroat
Sarah Curd and Chuck Jones
Trisha Mathis and Garry Ross
Amy Strieter and Trace Curd
Amelia Davis and Jack Dodd
Amanda Weis and Jason Leet
Carroll Lane Christopher and Brad Parsons
Susan Jackson and John Gore
Stacy Schroader and Chris Chatman
Morgan Blankenship and Adam Harbin
Fran Sollrnan and Russell Adkins

• pril 9, at
to attend.
student
2785.

Site Base
•.m. in the

BY LAURA SKILLMAN
PRINCETON, Ky. — Bobbi
Jordan knew the brown vase had
been in her family for three generations. But that was the extent of her
information until she attended a program sponsored by-the University of
Kentucky County Extension Agents
for Family and Consumer Science
and the Pennyrile Area Extension
Homemakers.
Jordan learned that the family
heirloom which she brought with
her to be appraised also was a highly desired collectible.
The program, Your Treasure
Chest, Silver, Antiques and
Collectibles, allowed participants to
gain knowledge on glassware, silver,
linens and dolls. In addition, they
were invited to bring along something they would like to know more
about.
Paducah TV station WPSD taped
its "What's It Worth?" program at
the event using items participants
had brought with them to the UK
Research and Education Center.
Laura Wilson, Lyon County
Extension agent for family and consumer sciences, said the idea for the
March 20 function came from a
home furnishings in-service training
she attended about a year ago.
Often agents discuss programs
they have done at these-trainingsand
Betty Overly, Bourbon County
Extension Agent for family and consumer sciences, mentioned one she

Stylists, back row L-R: Faye Hurt, Freda Steely, Angie Duncan.
Beverly Eldridge - Owner, and Amy Houston,

Serving You For 40 Years

Walk-ins 1Velcontc

Program our number in all your family's cell phones for prompt service.

p for men
ay County
, everyone
call Opal

1617 121 North • Murray

Come
I 9 at 9:30

- American
for seniors
St building

isease on
y-Calloway
•ucers" pre-

270-767-0098

Naughty Pagan!
hear the music of Belshazzar 's Feast
based on the Book ofDaniel.

Sat., April 6 @ 8 p.m.
Tilghman Auditorium

g.

Bridal Registry

gifts

111 S. 4th St. • Murray, KY
(270) 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5, Saturday 10-2

The Clara M

Gallery

For Tickets:(270)444-0065 or(800)738-3727
Offices rip 21st & Broadway in Paducah
ivww paducaliss mphonv corn

WE'VE MOVED!
to
Dixieland Center
on
Chestnut Street in Murray

Poison Prevention Checklist

Aimee Tate Ballard Mernonal High Sc.
,

Is your home poiaon-proor If not someone may get hurt. and SOON. It's easy to pot,oti
proof your home using this guide.
In General:
-Install safety latches on all cupboards containing harmful products.
-Keep all products in original containers.
•Know the names of the plants in your house. Keep them out of reach ot chilir
-Keep ashtrays empty and out of reach of children.
'Keep alcoholic beverages out of reach of children.
Kitchen:
-Move cleaning products from under the sink to upper shelves or locked cabinets.
*Remove medicines including vitamins from countertops, window sills and open area,
-Store all household products away from food items.
Bathroom:
-Keep all medicines, cosmetics, perfumes, mouthwashes. etc., out
of reach of children - or lock them up!
-Move drain and toilet bowl cleaners. etc.. from under the sink to
upper shelves of closets or locked cabinets.
-Flush old medicine down the toilet.

friR'N

•
111
vw

ma

am

'

Olde World Marketplace
759-4877

\.,

Walter's
Pharmacy

Walter Mehr

604 S. 12th St. • 753-7688

Pharmacist

This month in the gallery, the Kentucky Art Educators
Association and the Crayola Dream Makers Exhibition,
featuring artwork from students in the Southeast, highlighting
student artwork from West Kentucky.
March 27 - April 14, 2002
Artists reception: Apr:t 1.1 fr-rn

4:00

Gallery Hours
Monday - Friday 8.00 AM.- 4:00 P.M.
Tuesdays & Thursdays 8:00 A.M. - 9:00 Pm
Saturday & Sunday 1.00 - 4:00 P.M.

Mgr=

Eagle Gallery is located on the sixth floor of the Doyle Fine Arts
Building at the corner of 15th & Olive on the MSU campus.
http.//www.murraystate.edu

762-3052
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Murray-Calloway County
Directory of Churches
ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat. 10 15 am
Worsh p
Pit 40(1.im

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Morning Worship
10 00 a.m.
Sunday School
900 am

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
Ilam & 6 p.m.
Church Training
5 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
945 a.m.
Morning Services
11:00 a.m.
Evening Services
600 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Sem.
6 30 p m
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6.00 pm.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
1000 a.m. & 6:00 pm.
Worship
.Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
E1WMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Services
10-45 a.m. 8c 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m.
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
930 a.m
Worship
1045a.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
1045 a.m. & 6 p.m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8, 9:15& 10:30 a.m.
Sun. Schools
8.9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Worship
7 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
1030 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
-Church Training
- 5:30 p.M.
Wednesday Worship
7.:00 P-rn
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Preaching
11 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.M.
LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
200 p.m.
3rd Sunday
2:00 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NOR'THSIDE
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10.00 a m
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 am & 7 p.m
Sunday School
10 a m.

Understanding Our
Problems

OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Preaching
11:00 a m
Prayer Service
5:30 p.m
Church
600 pm
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
8:45 a.m. & 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.

SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m.. 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Suhday
3 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9 30 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00 a.m.

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD •
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11:30 a m. & 7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.rn

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
945 a.m.
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening
600 p.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
11:00 a.m.

NAZARENE
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 am.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
6:30 p.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES

PENTECOSTAL

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
930 a.m
Watchtower Study
1030 a.m.

SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship Services
10 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Discipleship Training
6 p.m.

APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
'
11 a.m. & 5 p.m.

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
900 a.m.
Worship
1030 a.m.

ST.JOHN
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worships
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.

METHODIST

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Church
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
930 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:30 a iii
Worship
6:30 p.m.

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sun Night
6:00 p.m.

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m.& 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

Many are the afflictions of the righteous:
but the Lord delivereth him out of them all.

BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m.&6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.

CATHOLIC

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m Mid-Week Worship
7:00 p.m.

ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
5:15 p.m.
Sunday Masses
8 a.m. & 10 a.m.

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:15 a.m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Bible School
930 a.m.
Evening Service
6 00 p m

HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
KIMSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT.OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES
10.30 a m
10:30 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
12-3 p.m.

CHURCH Or CHRIST
A.LMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

Worship
Sunday School

10:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
900 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.

FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.,6:00 p.m.

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Family Training
7 p.m

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
8:45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 7 p m

- -GOOD SHEPHERII-UNTTED- Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
• 10:00 a.m.

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
10:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.

GOSHEN METHODIST
Morning Worship
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Non-Traditional Praise Worship 11:00 a.m.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11:10 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
12:10 p.m.

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Serv.
11:00-7:30 p.m.

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Holy Eucharist
8 & 10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Wed Holy Eucharist
5:15 p.m.

LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Worship
10 a.m. & 6 p.m.

IURKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Children's Sun. School
11 a.m.

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10-45 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday - Home Groups
600 p.m

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning'Worship
11:00 a.m.

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Study
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.

IMPACT PRAISE &
WORSHIP CENTER
Sun. Celebration Services
10 a.m.
Wed. Spiritual Training Classes 7 p.m.
Fri. Celebration Services
7 p.m

Worship
Sunday School

PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p m.

PROMISE OF HOPE CHURCH
Sunday Morning
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:30 p.m.

11:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.

LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:30 a.m.
Church School
1045 a.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
10:00 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
DEXTER
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.

COLDWATER

Psalm 34:19

ST. HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
4:30 p.m.
Sunday
11:00 a.m.

FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
Sunday Night
Morning Worship
Wednesday Night

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship
11.00 a . m

HARIWONEY MENNONITE
CHURCH
1/4 miles west of Lynn Grove on Hwy 94
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Service
7:30 p.m.
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10:30 a.m.
Wednesdays
7:00 p.m.
NEW LIFE CHURCH OF
GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St. Youth Center
Worship 2nd Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Worship 4th Sun.
10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Tuesday
6:30 p.m.

SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Wednesday Prayer Meeting
700 p.m
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Awakening
Sat 6 p.m -10 pm

Sunday
Sunday Scho4,
2nd Wednesday
Reading Room Every Wed.

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
7 -00 p.m
Sunday Morning
1000 a m
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m

.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Worship
11:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m
Sunday School

MT.CARMEL
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
Worship Service
'11 a.m.& 6 p.m

MT.HEBRON
Worship
Sunday School

PRESBYTERIAN

10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
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753-6448

BRANDON

FIVES
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405 S. 12th St

Murray Bank

Murray, KY
270.753.5626
Member FDIC

How-Bank*Should Be

Affiliate of Parker Ford
Lincoln
800 Chestnut St.

Mercury
753-8850

Calloway Monument Co.
1707 West Main

Murray
"We have over 50 years'experience
in design and craftsmanship"

AR

753-1962

TO WORLD
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FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.

Hwy. 121 Bypass • Murray, KY
(270) 753-5315 •(800) 455-5315

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY

Terry & Karen Isaais
201 S. 3rd St.

NISSAN OF MURRAY

753-5719

*el ••••.• tt

(COMPANY
1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
118 N. 7th St.
Mayfield, Ky.

612 S. 9th St.

We are here to serve you and your loved ones

Office Technology Specialists

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC.

753-1489
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Appliance

Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
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COUNTY

lOci Discount

1305 N. 12th St.
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MURRAY-CALLOWAY
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14tininment Community

212 E. Main St.

Thornton Tile and Marble

!.
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753-2411
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Worship
Friday, April 5, 2002
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Various
churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the coming weekend as follows:
Palestine United Methodist:
The Rev. David Allbraten, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. Bible study will be at 6 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ:
Richard Guilt, minister, will be
speaking on "The Baptism of
Suffering" with scriptures from
Matthew 20:20-23 at the 10:15
a.m . service and "Paul in Jail at
Philippi" at the 6 p.m. service with
scripture from Acts 16:16-34.
Kevin Smith will be the song
leader.
Goshen United Methodist:
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
will preach at the 9 a.m. worship
service. Tom Willaflor will be the
lay assistant. Children's church will
be under the direction of Paula
Palmer.
After a coffee, milk, juice and
donut break, Sunday School will
be held at 10 a.m. The non-traditional service will be at 11 a.m. with
Ronnie Hutson as speaker. Donna
Parker, Tina Sexton and April
Arnold will be in charge of music.
Immanuel Lutheran: The Rev.
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will speak
about "Believe, Don't Doubt" taken
from John 20:19-31 at the 10:30
a.m. worship service. The elder
will be Fred Bless. Sunday School
and Adult Bible Class will be at 9
a.m. and a social hour at 9:45
a.m.
Worship
with
Holy
Communion will be at 10:30 a.m.
First United Methodist: The
Rev. Larry J. Daniel, pastor, will
speak about "A New Day" at the
8:45 and 11 a.m. worship services.
Becky Sanchez will be liturgist.
Acolytes for April are Adam
Peebles and Sarah McNutt.
Dwayne Sutton will give the children's
moments.
Vaughan
Williams with Jennifer Callicoatt on
clarinet will provide special music,
"Meditation."
Poplar Spring Baptist: Dennis
Norvell will be speaking at the 8:45
a.m. and 11 a.m. services with the
sermon entitted -"How Will We-f3e- -Judges?" with scripture from
Romans 2:1-16. The 6 p.m. sermon is entitled "A One-Way Street"
with scripture from Hebrews 6:1, 46. Sunday School is at 10 a.m.
Ryker Wilson, minister of music,
will lead the worship services with
Susan Reynolds, Hazel Brandon,
Jennifer Wilson, Anita Bradley and
Carol Kelly as accompanists.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist: Gene Dale Paschall
and Robert Guthrie will be
acolytes. Jackie and Clarkie
Butterworth, greeters. and Doyan
Jennings, Butch Elliott, Charles
Guthrie and Darreo Clark, ushers.
Children's time will be led by Bro.
Scott.
Westside Baptist: The Rev.
Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will speak
about "Jesus Is Alive! Part
The
Evidence for the Resurrection"
with scripture from / Corinthians
15:1-4 at the 10:30 a.m, worship
service and about "The Lord's
Supper" at the 6 p.m. services.
Tommy Scott is minister of music.
Special music will be provided by
Jeanetta Smith during the morning
service and Mark Morgan during
the evening service. Lisa Whitt,
minister of children, will give the
children's sermon. Jeremy Hudgin
is minister of students.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m., Adult Choir rehearsal at 430
P.m.
University Church of Christ:
Jerry Mayes will speak at the 10
a.m. service. Assisting will be
Eugene Bustle, Greg Delancey
and
Larry
Painter.
Danny
Claiborne is Worship Leader,
Charley Bazzell is Campus
Minister and Jeremy Bell is Youth
Director.
First Christian: The Rev.
William C. Horner, minister, will
speak about "Gifts that Remain"
with scripture from Luke 24:36-43
at the 10:15 a.m. worship service.
Mark Dycus is choir director with
Angie Thome as organist. The
chancel choir will sing "We are
Singing for the Lord is Our Light"
accompanied by Mart Adamson as

soloist. Soloist Janice Graves will
be providing special music.
Sunday School is at 9 a.m. and
Youth Group at 5 p.m.
Apostolic Pentecostal: Dale
Newman will speak at the 11 a.m.
and 5 p.m. worship services at the
church at 513C South 12th St.,
Murray. Sunday School will be
Wednesday at 7 p.m. For information, call 994-3074.
Eastwood Baptist: Pastor
Joey Adair will speak about
"Understanding Your Role" with
scripture from Luke 19 at the 11
a.m worship service. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m, and worship at 6 p.m. Wednesday events
include Bible Study and Patch the
Pirate Club for Grades 1 to 6 at 7
p.m
Emmanuel Baptist: The Rev.
Paul McWherter, pastor, will speak
about -The Crowd Around the
Cross (Part 2)" with scripture from
Luke 23:44-49 at the 11 a.m. worship service and about "The Crowd
Around the Cross (Part 3)" with the
same scripture at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Memorial Baptist: Rev. Jim
Simmons, pastor, will speak about
"The Stand-In" with scripture from
Isaiah 53 at the 10:50 a.m. worship service. Gina Pfannerstill and
Sarah Simmons will provide special music. Paul Adams is minister
of music, with Kathy Thweatt and
Misty Williams as accompanists.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
a.m., Younger Children's Choir at 5
p.m.. Bible Buddies and Bible Drill
and Preschool Choir at 6 p.m. and
Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.
Martin's
Chapel
United
Methodist: The Rev. Michael
Blake, pastor. will speak on
"Beatitude Series: Blessed Are
Those who are Persecuted" with
scripture from Matthew 5:10 at the
9 a.m. worship service. Ralph
Robertson is choir director and
Ricky Cunningham is pianist. The
new hymn for the month is
"Morning Has Broken." The choir
will provide special music "How
Great Thou Art."
Sunday School will be at 10
aim-Good
Shepard
United
Methodist: The Rev. Michael
Blake, pastor, will speak
on
"Beatitude Series: Blessed Are
The—Merciful" with scripture from
Matthew 5:7 at the 11 a.m. worship
service. Diana Tatlock is choir
director and Betty Poole, Hungwen
(Jessica) Su and Ginny Shropshire
are accompanists. The new hymn
of the month is "On the Day of
Resurrection." Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale will bring the
message, "If Jesus Paid It All, Why
Do I Still Feel Guilty?" from the
scripture Isaiah 53:3-6: and 2
Peter. 1:1-11 at the morning worship service and about .....That He
Might Be Just and the Justifier..."
with scripture from Romans 3:1926 at the evening worship service.
The Sunday morning service is
broadcast on WRKY (1130 AM),
while the evening service is on
WNBS 1340 AM.

Locust Grove Baptist: The
Rev. Jeffery Elliott, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. Jarrod Martin is
youth director. Ben Hendrick will
be deacon of the week. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m. A radio
ministry, "The Journey," is at 10
a.m. Sunday on WNBS-AM 1340,
and Rev. Elliott will be on the
Breakfast Show each Thursday at
8 a.m. Prayer/Bible Study of Acts
and Team Kids will be at 7 p.m.
Wednesday.
First Presbyterian Church:
Rev. Ann Mane Montgomery will
deliver the 10:45 a.m. message,"A
Living Hope" with scripture from 1
Peter 1:3-9 and John 20:19-31,
Soloist Molly Lamb will perform
"His Eye in on the Sparrow."
First Baptist: The Rev.
Wendell Ray, pastor, will speak at
the 8:30 and 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. Mike Crook is
minister of music with Margaret
Wilkins and Lisa Ray as accompanists. Special music "What is
Jesus Doing?/Step by Step" will be
provided at the 8:30 a.m. service
and the Praise Team will sing "You
Are My King" at the 10:45 a.m.
service.
Joetta
Kelly,
Preschool/Children minister, will
give the children's sermon.
David Parker will serve as deacon of the week. Boyd Smith is
students and activities minister.
Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m.
Seventh-day
Adventist:
Worship services will be Saturday
at 9 a.m. with Sabbath School at
10:15 a.m. David Holton is pastor.
Higher
Praise
Worship
Center: Pastor E.F. Clere will
speak at the 10:30 a.m. worship
service. Todd Clere will be praise
and worship leader.
Kirksey Baptist: The Rev.
Dusty Darnell, pastor, will speak at
11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. worship
services. W.A. Erwin is music
director with Gela Edwards and
Cindy Cossey as accompanists.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
and Discipleship Training at 5:45
p.m. Wednesday service is at 7
p.m.
Flint Baptist: The Rev, William
B. Miller, will speak at the 11 a.m.
and 6:45 p.m. worship services.
Darren Chapman is music director
with Gina Brandon and Janette
Walker as accompanists. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m. and
Fellowship Training at 6 p.m.
St. John Baptist: The Rev.
Abraham Clark, pastor, will speak
at 11 a.m. worship services.
Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic: Fr. Ray
Goetz. pastor, will conduct masses
at 5:15 p.m. Saturday and at 8 and
11 a.m. on Sunday.
New Life Christian Center:
Worship service will be Sunday at
10:30 a.m. and Wednesday at 7

Scott's Grove
Baptist Church

GUARANTEED RENTAL*
on select DVD movie titles!

In 1972, the U.S. Supreme Court
allowed a lower court's decision
that blocked academies from requiring students to attend chapel.
In another prayer issue, the
Illinois House voted 95-0 Monday
for a bill allowing "student-initiated
prayer" in public school assemblies
and other gatherings if there is no
direction from school administrators. It now goes to the Illinois
Senate.

ANNAPOLIS. !std. (AP) —
Mealtime prayers at the U.S. Naval
Academy might cease if the 4th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals in
Richmond upholds a lower court's
ban on saying grace at Virginia
Military Institute.
In light of the VMI case, Naval
Academy officials are reviewing the
legality of traditional prayers at
lunch, which probably date from the
school's founding 157 years ago.
LINCOLN, Neb. (AP) — The
The 4,000 midshipmen are Nebraska Supreme Court is being
required to be present at mealtime asked to decide what defines a
but praying is up to them, Navy offi- church in a case stemming from a
cials said.
liquor license granted to an Omaha
"It is made available as an convenience store that was chaloption." said Cmdr. Bill Spann, lenged by a nearby church.
academy spokesman. "The chaplain
The city denied the Kum & Go
says, 'Let us pray,' and you do if store a liquor license because it is
you want to and don't if you don't." within 150 feet of the House of
A judge ruled in January that Faith. The store then got the state
grace before meals at VMI is uncon- Liquor Control Commission to
stitutional, supporting an American grant the license on grounds that the
Civil Liberties Union claim based House of Faith doesn't meet criteria
on separation of church and state.
for a church.
The Virginia case could set a
The commission says a church is
precedent covering religious prac- "a building owned by a religious
tices at military schools and other organization used primarily for relipublic colleges.
gious purposes," but House of Faith
rents space in its building.

Nebraska Court is
asked to define
what constitutes a
church

In DurChurches
KBC schedules Senior
Adult Celebration here
The Kentucky Baptist Convention's 2002 Senior Adult Celebration,
which is a contemporary praise and worship service, will be Tuesday,
April 16, from 9:15 a.m. to 3115 p.m. at First Baptist Church.
Senior Adult Celebrations are a great time of fellowship, renewal and
spiritual growth. Senior adults will enjoy worship and celebration that is
especially designed for them, as well as special interest conferences.
To register. call FBC's office at 753-1854. The cost is $10 per person.
Also, a special birthday celebration will be held in honor of all participants. Attendees are to bring a personal hygiene item -shampoo, toothpaste, soap, etc. These gifts will be donated to Kentucky Mountain
Missions.

Graves Church of Christ
plans Ladies Day
SEDALIA, Ky. — Lebanon Church of Christ, located at the junction of
Highways 303 and 339 in Sedalia, will be hosting a Ladies Day on
Saturday, April 13. Registration will be from 8:30 a.m. until 9:15 a.m.
Lunch will be at 11 a.m.
During the event, guest speaker Cathy Dublin Powell, Jackson, Tenn.
formerly of Mayfield, will speak on "Showers of Blessings."
Everyone is invited to attend and bring a friend along to the first annual Ladies Day at the church. The lesson to be discussed at the event is
suitable for women of all ages.

NEW
WORSHIP
HOURS:
Sunday School
9:45
Worship
10:45
2317 US Hwy. 641 North
Murray
753-7171

April 7th- 1 2th
Dave McPherson
Everyone Is Welcome...
Bring Your Bible and Let Us Reason Together..,
Truth Does Not Fear Investigation...
Don't Let Someone Else Do Your Thinking For You!!

94 West

a
ii

Sunday A.M. Bible Study
Sunday A.M. Worship
Sunday P.M. Worship
Monday thru Friday

10:00 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Vtirral, U.S.

West Murray Building

III

Holiday Dr.

WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Corner of Doran Rd. and Holiday Drive in Murray, KY
Take 94 West(Main St.) to Doran Rd turn left, go past Murray High School,
4th Street on left is Holiday Dr.

tor mno,

MOVIE WORLD
714 N. 12th St. • JCPenney Shopping ('tr.
75:1-7670
Sun:Thur.. Iii a.m.-11 p.m.• Fn.& Sat. in 4.m..Midnight

Mealtime prayers
at U.S. Naval
Academy may
cease, depending
on VMI appeal

a..

Movie World Customers!
We Are Now Offering

k'‘Vorld

ReligionBriefs

7:31€e2-e Oe Oce,r
Hear Christ Proclaimed

ATTE NTI0NI
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p.m. at 603 North 16th St., Murray.
New Providence Baptist: The
Rev. Bobby Joe Edmonson, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. worship services. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Northside Baptist: The Rev.
Brett Miles, pastor, will speak at
the 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. Max McGinnis is song
leader with Joy Young and
Janeann Turner as accompanists.
Sunday School will be at 9 a.m.
Hazel Baptist: The Rev. Tim
Cole, pastor, will speak at 10:30
a.m. and 6:30 p.m. worship services. Gene Orr Miller will direct the
music with Gwyn Key and Rhonda
Lamb as accompanists.
Russell
Chapel
United
Methodist: The Rev. David
Allbritten. pastor, will speak at 930
a.m. worship service Sunday and
at 7 p.m. service Wednesday. Red
Woods is song leader with Margie
Charlton as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 11
a.m. and Wednesday service at 7
p.m.
Bethel Fellowship: The Rev.
Shelby Underhill, pastor, will speak
at the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services.
Calvary Temple: The Rev. J.H.
Lipford, pastor, will speak at the
10:30 a.m. and 6:30 p.m worship
services.
Hilltop Baptist: The Rev. Joe
Pat Winchester, pastor, will speak
at the. 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist: Rev.
John Denham, associate pastor,
will speak about "I Know He Did It
- But Why?" from John 13:1-11 at
the 10:45 a.m. service. and "The
Heart of God" from Hosea 11:1-11
at 6 p.m. Bible Study is at 945
a.m. The youth will meet at 5 p.m.
Dr. Richard Walker is pastor.
Tammy Hoke is music leader with
Mary Davis, Pat Keeling and
Sandy Tinsley as accompanists.
Tuesday Bread of Life Ministry
is at 6 p.m. Wednesday services
are: Westview Bible Study at 10
a.m. and Prayer Meeting at 7 p.m.
Prayer_and Fasting for Spiritual
Awakening will be Saturday from 6
p.m. to 10 p.m. This is a "come
and go- unstructured prayer time
and open to the community.
Grace Baptist: The Rev.
Sammy Cunningham, pastor, will
speak at the 10:45 a.m. worship
service and at the 6 p.m worship
service. John Wood is minister of
music. The choir will sing "Greater
is He that is in Me" at the morning
hour and "My Lord is Near Me aui
the Time" at the evening hour.
Jason Carroll is minister of youth.
Sunday School will be at 930 a.m.
and Church-wide Singing at 5:30
p.m.
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Tigers rip Hickman
in All 'A' opener
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray High baseball team
used a three-run fourth inning and
a seven-run fifth to churn out an
11-1 win over Hickman County
Thursday at Ty Holland Field, likely setting up the Tigers for a berth
in Saturday's semifinals of the All
'A' Invitational.
Starting pitcher Brandon Thurmond and reliever Blake Rayburn
(1-0) combined on a one-hitter in
a contest that was halted with two
outs in the bottom of the fifth via
the 10-run rule.
"We started putting the ball in
play. in the third inning, and we
had good pitching from Thurmond
and Rayburn," said MHS head
coach Cary Miller after his squad
gathered its first win of the year.
"I was very pleased with the job
they did."
Rayburn earned the win for
Murray (1-1) after striking out two
Falcon batters and walking one in
two innings of work.
Thurmond allowed
Nathan
Behrens' game-tying RBI single
in the third before finishing the
day with four strikeouts and two

All 'A' Invitational
Listed we scores from Thursday s action
in the Al 'A' Invitational tournament, being
held this week at Murray's Ty Holland
Field
Murray High 11, Hickman Co. 1
Hickman Co. 8, Todd Co, Central 7,
(8 innings)
McClean Co. 4, St. Mary 1 (9 innings)
Heath 5, St. Mary 3

walks in three frames on the
mound.
Kyle Erwin went 2-for-4 at the
plate to power the Tigers' eighthit attack, bolstered by three Hickman County errors.
Matt Kelleher put MHS on the
board in the bottom of the second after reaching on a throwing
error, stealing second base and
advancing ona , fielder's-rhoiee
before charging home on a wild
pitch.
Ed Baust's RBI single in the
fourth pushed Kelleher across with
the go-ahead run, and the Tigers
pulled ahead 4-1 on Austin Swain's
bases-loaded walk and Dylan Volp's
fielder's choice.
Walks to Kelleher and Baust to
open the fifth set up Ryan Cobb's
RBI single before knocks from
Swain, Volp (two RBIs), Erwin

and a two-run pinch-hit single by
Taylor Houston put the game on
ice.
Murray can clinch the Pool `A'
title outright with a win over Todd
County Central today at 1:30 p.m.
A Tiger loss would put MHS
in a three-way tie with Hickman
and Todd at 1-1, with tiebreakers
based on runs allowed, hits and
then errors committed over the
first two games to determine Saturday's qualifiers.
Hickman beat Todd 8-7 in eight
innings Thursday, a contest that
likely puts Murray in good position in case a tiebreaker is needed. Still, Miller doesn't want his
club to relax.
"All of(Thursday's)
games-Werepretty close — a couple of games
went into extra innings," Miller
said. "There are some quality teams
here like McLean County and
Heath, so we need to come ready
to play."
The top two teams in each pool
will advance to the semifinals Saturday at II a.m. and 1:30 p.m.,
with the championship game set
for 4 p.m.

MIKE OHSTROM Ledger S Times photo

SOFT TOUCH.. Murray High's Austin Swain lays down a
bunt during the Tigers' 11-1 triumph over Hickman County
Thursday morning in the opening game of the All 'A' Invitational, being held at Ty Holland Field.

Thomson silences
Cardinals' bats

SCOTT NANNEY?Ledger & Times photo

TOP RACERS...Murray State basketball players receiving honors at Thursday night's
annual awards banquet include (front row, from left) Antonio Henderson. Kevin
Paschel. Justin Burdine, Nathan Akin, (back row) James Singleton, Antione Whelchel,
Cuthbert Victor and Rod Thomas.

Burdine, Victor named co-MVPs
Staff rport
Murray Ledger & Times
Senior guard Justin Burdine
and sophomore forward Cuthbert Victor shared Most Valuable Player honors Thursday night
at the annual
men's basketball
awards reception.
held in the Curris Center ballroom.
RACERS
Murray State,
which finished 19-13 in 200102, advanced to the NCAA Tournament after rallying from a 9II hole in late January. The Racers fell to Georgia 85-68 in the
first round of the NCAAs.
Burdine led the team in scor-

ing at 20.4 points pei game
while Victor was among the team
leaders in most statistical categories, averaging 11.7 points, 7.3
rebounds and 1.4 blocked shots
per outing.
Burdine picked up the Jeff
Martin Senior Award, along with
fellow senior Rod Thomas, who
was also presented the Tom
Moran Most Courageous Award.
Victor also received the Athletic Director's Character Award
and the Most Steals Award after
picking up 50 on the leason.
Junior
forward
Antione
Whelchel took home the Garrett Beshear Defensive Award
and junior guard Kevin Paschel
earned the Bennie Purcell Assist

Award after handing out a teamhigh 124 assisti on the season.
James Singleton, a junior, won
the Dick Cunningham Rebound
Award for leading the squad with
10.1 boards per contest. The first
player at MSU since Popeye Jones
to average double figures in
rebounding and scoring, Single.
ton also won the team's Field
Goal Percentage Award for shooting 59.7 percent from the field.
Junior guard Antonio Hen.
derson shot 88.1 percent from
the charity stripe to earn the
Howard Crittenden Free Throw
Award, and junior Nathan Akin
rounded out the awards by claiming the Rex Alexander Scholar
Athlete Award.

ACC dominates McDonald's game
UConn recruits star
in women's contest
NEW YORK (AP) — The
McDonald's All-American games
provided great news for ACC men's
basketball fans and those who root
for Connecticut's women's program.
J.J. Redick. a member of Duke's
heralded recruiting class, scored
26 points. and Rashad McCants,
part of North Carolina's strong
freshman class, added 22 to lead
the East to the most-lopsided victory ever in the 25th annual boys
game, 138-107 on Thursday night
at Madison Square Garden.
Redick. who was 10-for-15 from
the field. including 5-for-6 on 3pointers, and had four assists was

chosen the MVP, while McCants
Redick said the future ACC
was 9-for-12 from the field and opponents had fun this week in
grabbed six rebounds.
New York.
Duke and North Carolina were
"There was some friendly trashthe only schools represented by talking, nothing serious," Redick
more than one recruit. The Blue said. "The Duke guys know CarDevils, who were ranked No. I otins will be back again and they
for most of the season as they know Duke will be good again
tried to defend the title, had four nixt year. The rivalry resumes next
players — Redick of Roanoke, year."
Va.; Shavlik Randolph of Raleigh,
The first-ever McDonald's girls
N.C.: Sean Dockery of Chicago; game featured the five-person class
and Michael Thompson of New that will try and follow the four
Lenox, Ill.
starters who graduated after leadThe Tar Heels, coming off the ing Connecticut to an undefeated
worst season in school hfstory, had season and its second national
three players: McCants, of New championship in three years.
Hampton. N.H.; Raymond Felton
Ann Strother of Highlands
of Latta, S.C.; and Sean May. of Ranch, Colo., led the West to the
Bloomington. Ind.. the son of for- 94-85 victory with 21 points and
mer Indiana star Scott May.
was setected co-MVP.
.

ST. LOUIS (AP) -- So far, the
St. Louis Cardinals' comeback kids
are 0-2.
John Thomson worked seven
strong innings as the Colorado
Rockies got to Andy Benes in a
6-1 victory on Thursday.
Benes, who wasn't used in the
final month last year and was left
off the Cardinals' playoff roster
because of a 7.38 ERA, struggled
just as Garrett Stephenson had a
night earlier.
"When you have the ball, it's
up to you get the guy out," Benes
said. "I'm disappointed with the
result. I'm sure I'll do better next
time."
Benes, slowed by a knee problem last year, made his first start
since Aug. 3 and first appearance
since Aug. 30. He lasted four
innings, giving up five runs —
four earned — on four hits.
Juan Uribe and Benny Agbayani
homered for the Rockies, who took
two of three in the season-opening series. Last year, the Rockies
swept the Cardinals in Denver to
start the year.
"We did a lot of good things
the last few days," manager Buddy
Bell said. "We didn't swing the
bats. all that well last night or
even today, but we did some situational stuff we really need to
do. It shows the kind of guys we
have."

Thomson allowed a run on seven
hits, striking out three and walking none, and induced 14 popups. The Cardinals scored in the
first on Fernando Vina's leadoff
single, stolen base and a sacrifice
fly by J.D. Drew, but didn't get
a runner past second the rest of
the way.
Thomson, who has a 21-35
career recotd, allowed three runs
in his last 16 spring training innings.
He's also been on the comeback
trail since undergoing shoulder surgery after the 1999 season, and
gave the Rockies encouragement
when he finished 4-2 with a 3.63
ERA in his last 11 starts last year.
"I got probably to the top of
the hill last year in July, I guess,"
Thomson said. "I talked to Mike
Hampton and he said 'You finally figured it out, you don't have
to throw 95 mph to get guys out."
St. Louis, the NL wild card
winner last year, battered Hampton in a 10-2 opening-day victory. The Cardinals totaled four runs
against Thomson and Denny Neagle the last two games of the
series.
"Neagle and Thomson have really done a great job considering
the lineup they've got to face,"
Bell said. "I think that should give
us a little optimism going further
into the season."

National champs'
playbook winds
up on Internet
CORAL GABLES. Ha. (AP)
— The Miami Hurricanes police
their playbooks.
They carry the little green
binders almost everywhere: to
meeting rooms, classrooms, home
and back — always keeping tight
control on the team's formations,
plays and terminology.
If a player shows up without
his, he knows the penalty: running laps after practice. That
rarely happens, though, because
players guard the 150-page playbooks as if they were the foot-,
ball'equivalent of atomic secrets.
Confidential. Covert. Clandestine.
Not anymore.
The national champions' two
playbooks, one offensive and one
defensive, were stolen last month
and parts of them were posted
on the Internet. Coral Gables
police said someone took the
playbooks and returned them
March 28 in manila envelopes.
But the Hurricanes down-

played the theft, saying they aren't
worried that their Xs and Os
reached cyberspace — and possible their opponents.
"It doesn't even matter," running back Jarrett Payton said.
"Even if you know what's coming, it's another thing to stop
it."
Team officials only learned
of the theft when they got the
playbooks back. Police and FBI
officials are involved in the case
but have no suspects, Sgt. Ed
Hudak said Thursday.
"We haven't ruled out anybody," Hudak said. "The focus
of our investigation is twofold:
how it got stolen and how it
got disseminated through the
Internet."
According to a police report,
two manila envelopes arrived by
mail at the university's Hecht Athletic Center on March 28. Each
envelope was postmarked Tampa
on March 22 and had no return
address.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Lance Simmons proved to be
the difference for the Heath Pirates
during Thursday afternoon's high
school baseball
showdown
against
Calloway County.
Simmons was
9
1111
the
winning
pitcher
Heath 8
in
Heath's 8-7 vicLakers 7
tory over the
Laker& and also provided the.wia-_
ning hit while going 2-for-3 at
the plate.
Calloway (2-3) trailed 7-2 after
three innings of play, but rallied
for five runs in the bottom of the
fourth to tie the game at 7-7.
However,the Pirates(3-0) would
thwart the Lakers' comeback
attempt in the top of the seventh
as Mike Brawner singled and then
got into scoring position by stealing second base. Simmons followed
with a base hit to drive in Brawner for the winning run.
Heath pounded out 13 hits while
holding CCHS to seven. Simmons
paced the Pirate offense, which
featured five players with two hits
apiece.
Senior Brian Asher went 2-for3 at the plate to pace the Calloway offense, but suffered the
pitching loss. Sophomore Tyler
Boggess was 2-for-2.
Calloway coach Steve Smith was
unavailable for comment.
The Lakers return to action on
Monday, completing a four-game
homestand by hosting Hopkinsville
at 5:30 p.m. before traveling to
Paris, Tenn. to face Henry County Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.

Romar
named
Huskies'
coach
SEATTLE (AP) — New Washington basketball coach Lorenzo
Romar hardly recognized the place,
with the shiny new floors and
upgraded interior.
No matter, Hee Edmundson
Pavilion is his home again.
Romar was officially introduced
as the Huskies' coach Thursday,
leaving Saint Louis University to
take over at his alma mater.
"I never knew I'd be this fortunate to come back and run the
program I was part of," Romar
said. "If you'd have told me this
was going to happen 20 years
ago, I don't think I would have
believed it."
The 43-year-old coach agreed
to a six-year contract. He'll receive
a $700,000 annual package, with
the opportunity for an additional
$100,000 in annual incentives,
depending on the team's academic and postseason success.
Romar's welcoming ceremony
was filled with fanfare. The pep
band played, cheerleaders danced
and many in the stands sported
T-shirts reading "Romar Returns."
Two black-and-white photos of
a younger Romar playing basketball for the Huskies took him
back to this same gymnasium
before its $39 million facelift.
"There are so many differences
with the new facilities," said
Romar, who was greeted by former teammates and the coach who
recruited him to Washington, Mary
Harshman. Romar played at Washington from 1978-80.
He met with his new team Thursday and individually with leading
scorer Doug Wrenn, who said he
will decide by Monday whether
to stay for his junior season or
try his chances in the NBA draft.
"I really want to play for coach
Romar and see what he does,"
said Wrenn.
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MHS nearly stuns Lone Oak
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Thursday's Games
Tampa Bay 9, Detroit 2
Texas 7, Oakland 5
Toronto 7, Minnesota 2
NY Yankees 4. Baltimore 1

2

Colorado 6, St Louis 1
Houston 6, Milwaukee 3
Florida 1, Montreal 0
Cincinnati 3, Chicago Cubs 1
Atlanta 11. Philadelphia 2
San Francisco 3, Los Angeles 0

Today's Games

Today's Games
Tampa Bay (Kennedy 7-8) at NY Yankees
(Pettitte 15-10), 12 05 pm
Cleveland (Baez 5-3) at Detroit (Redman
2-6). 1 05 p m
Anaheim (Schoeneweis 10-11) at Texas
(Valdes 9-131 205 pm
Minnesota (Reed 4-61 at Toronto (Lyon 54), 6.05 p.m
Boston (Lowe 5-10) at Baltimore (Towers
8-10), 6:05 p.m
Chicago White Sox (Garland 6-7) at Kansas
City (Byrd 6-6). 7:05 p.m.
Oakland (Hilius 5-0) at Seattle (Baldwin 1011), 9:05 p.m

Florida (Tavarez 10-9) at Philadelphia (Duckworth 3-2), 205 pm
Pittsburgh (D Williams 3-7) at Chicago Cubs
(Bare 11-11), 220 pm
San Diego (Tomko 0-01 at San Francisco
(Rueter 14-12). 305 p m
Montreal (Yoshi' 4-71 at Cincinnati (Haynes
8-17), 6:10 p.m
N.Y. Mats (Astacio 8-14) at Atlanta (Lopez
4-7), 6:35 p.m
Arizona (Hailing 12-11( at Milwaukee (Busch
8-12), 7:05 p.m.
St. Louis (W.Williams 15-9) at Houston
(Mlicki 7-3), 7:05 p.m.
Colorado (Chacon 6-10) at Los Angeles
(Ashby 2-0), 9:10 p.m.

KEEP SCORE WITH THE
MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Staff Report
a drawn-in infield - all with no
Murray Ledger & Times
outs - prevented the Lady Tigers
LONE OAK, Ky. - In Lone (0-2) from springing the upset.
Oak's first home twilight softball
"It was Lone Oak's first game
game, the Murray High Lady Tigers under the lights, and it was a very
almost stole the spotlight.
exciting game; the crowd was very
Ashley Patterson's RBI triple, into it," said Murray head coach
followed by Lacey Latimer's run- Dave Can.
scoring single, gave MHS a 7-5
"We've got to learn how to
lead over the host Lady Flash close the big ones out, but the
going into the bottom of the sev- kids are very pleased with the
enth inning Thursday.
way they played and they're gainBut Sarah McGregor's two-run ing some confidence. I think we're
home run. Katee Buchanan's dou- going to surprise some people this
ble and Ashley Montgomery's year."
game-winning RBI single through
The Lady Flash (2-1) was cer-

tainly in for a shock from the
Lone Oak knotted the contest
beginning as MHS seized a 3-0 with a run in the bottom of the
edge in the top of the first.
fifth against Murray hurler Kaci
Shae Burgess struck out yet Carpenter(0-2), who struck out four
reached base on a passed ball. batters in going the distance. Carand singles from Patterson and penter allowed five earned runs
Latimer brought Burgess around on 11 hits and four walks.
before Emily Seay smacked a twoThe second RBI of the afterrun double.
noon for both Patterson and Latimer
But McGregor (2-0), the Lone (2-for-4) put the Lady Tigers back
Oak pitcher, would get some sup- on top.
port from her offense, which
But with runners at the corners
responded with two runs in the in the home half of the seventh,
bottom half of the first and two Murray was forced to bring the
more in the fourth for a 4-3 advan- defense in to prevent Buchanan
tage.
from scoring on a ground ball or
However, the Lady Tigers struck a sacrifice fly.
back with two in the fifth as
"We had everybody in, but
Shaina Marinoff singled and pinch McGregor came through and hit
runner Kelli Voorhies stole sec- the ball through the infield," Can
ond base.
said.
Burgess' fielder's choice proThe Lady Tigers will return to
duced a run as Voorhies scored the diamond today when they visit
on the play at the plate when the Fulton City at 4:30 p.m. Today's
Lady Flash catcher dropped the ball, contest was rescheduled after wet
and Patterson (3-for-4 followed ground cancelled Monday's origiwith an RBI single.
nally-scheduled game in Fulton.

Arkansas assistant
named UAB coach
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP)Mike Anderson, who took over
the Arkansas men's basketball program after Nolan Richardson's
stormy departure, was named
Alabama-Birmingham's head coach
Thursday.
Anderson replaces Murry Bartow, who resigned last month after
failing to lead the Blazers to the
- postseason _ -for the_...third _ _straight_
year, the program's longest drought.
Anderson, a Birmingham native
who played basketball at Jefferson State Junior College before
transferring to Tulsa, joined the
coaching staff at Tulsa in 1982
and then went to Arkansas as an
assistant in 1985.
"My dream was to come here
and play here at UAB," Anderson
said. "Now I guess my dream is
to coach at UAB."
Bartow, who succeeded father
Gene Bartow as head coach at UAB,
had a 103-83 record in six years.
UAB is coming off the worst
season in its 24-year history, going
13-17 and losing in the first round
of the Conference USA tourna-
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ment. It was only the second losing season for the Blazers.
Gene Bartow became the program's first coach and the school's
first athletic director in 1977, leaving UCLA to guide the Blazers
to seven straight NCAA tournaments in his first nine years.
He handed the program off to
his son and assistant coach in
1996, and Mtirry. Bartow returned
the Blazers to the NCAA tournament in 1999 after back-to-baCk
NIT appearances.
Anderson, 42, worked under
Richardson for more than 20 years
and served as interim head coach
after the university decided to buy
.out the remaining six years of
Richardson's contract_
Anderson led Arkansas to a win
over Vanderbilt to end the regular season but lost to Tennessee
in the first round of the Southeastern Conference tournament.
Anderson interviewed for the
Arkansas job but the school hired
Stan Heath, who took Kent State
to the finals of the NCAA South
Regional in his first year.

Spring Special

$1000 Green Fee
Play for $10.00 green fee on Mondays & Tuesdays only.
Fee does not include cart rental or tax. Not valid with
other discounts or coupons.
Offer expires April 16, 2002
THE
:)
r‘,„,r1

(„if cis,i,
Rated the 6th
-Best Course in TN" by Golf Digest
May 2001 issue

Call 731-642-7271 or Toll Free 866-710-4653
900 Olde Tennessee Trail Springville, TN. near KY Lake
ww v.,ten nesseangolfclub.com
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Protect yourself: Center offers advice to prevent sexual assault
BY MISTY REID
Rape Crisis Center
Community Educator
Rape is one of the most serious,
frightening and violent of all crimes
against women.
However, rape is not a cnme that
only happens to women. It is a crime
that is non-discriminatory. It is a
crime that can happen to anyone.
The month of April is Sexual

Assault Presention and Av.aretiess
Month and Child Abuse Prevention
and Awareness Month. This makes
the month of April dedicated to promoting and creating awareness and
prevention of sexual assault and
abuse.
By the age of 18, one in four girls
and one in seven boys will be sexually assaulted.
This is a startling statistic that

gross with each passing year, making rape the most common of the
five major felonies in a category that
includes murder and aggravated
assault.
Sexual assault is difficult for
many people to discuss, read about
or even think about. However,
because acquaintance rape is more
common than left-handedness, alcoholism and heart attacks, sexual
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AlkbtMen

must be acknowledged.
messages. Be clear with your part- you are sure help is within hearing
Everyone needs to be aware of it ner about what you are comfortable distance, scream loud and long.
3. Stall — If you think you can
because sexual assault cuts across doing.
age, race, gender and economic sla5. Be aware and independent on buy some time to think, stalling may
dates. Have opinions on what you be a good tactic. Try and get the
ws.
It is important to understand that will do; pay your own way and pro- attacker to talk. Get him or her to
rape is not a sexual experience for vide your own transportation.
see you as a real person, not just a
6. Be aware of alcohol and drugs. target. You can even tell him or her
either the rapist or the victim. Rape
is an act of violence, emotional and They can compromise your judg- you have a sexually transmitted disment and the judgment of your part- ease.
physical domination and control.
4. Struggle — Struggling may
It is an expression of hostility of ner.
7. If things start to get out of scare the attacker off, but it may also
contempt toward another human
hand, leave and protest loudly. Do work against you by wearing you
being.
Rape is a crime of opportunity. If not wait for someone else to help. If out or arousing your attacker.
Struggling may make sense, but
the opportunity can be eliminated; things begin to feel uncomfortable,
the chances of becoming a victim leave.
only if you are sure he or she is
8. When going out with someone alone and has no weapons. Be sure
will decrease.
A rapist can be just about anyone, new, don't feel you have to go alone. you are prepared to really hurt him
and statistics prove that 80 percent Go on a group date, go out and meet if you decide to fight.
of all sexual assaults occur between a group of friends, or meet in a pubThere are also several things that
people who know one another. So, it lic place.
caring community members and
9. Socialize with people who ordinary citizens can do 'to help
is important to be able to recognize
potentially dangerous situations.
share your values. When you are combat sexual crimes.
Because acquaintance rape is the with someone who is more sexually
First, be aware. Realize that
most common sexual assault crime, permissive than yourself, that per- everyone is a potential victim and
it is important to know how to pro- son might perceive you as sharing some are potential perpetrators.
tect yourself. Ten guidelines on how those values.
Work to educate yourself. your chil10. Avoid falling for lines such as dren, friends and family members.
to be safe with acquaintances are as
follows:
"If you loved me..." If your partner
Second, realize that attitude
1. Trust your gut. If you don't loved you, he or she would respect affects reality. Do not participate in
feel comfortable in a situation, leave your feelings and wait until you are derogatory jokes, or stereotype
it.
women and men. Display an attitude
ready.
2. Take care of yourself. Do not
Sexual assault cannot be predi- that helps promote healthy views of
put yourself in a situation where cated, so there are no rules that are sexuality and one another.
other_ people may have to t.* care ideal for every situation. Only you
Third, be Supportive and nonof you, because they might not be can judge what will work best: Here judgmental. Whether a victim - is a
there.
are some options you can choose to friend, family member or someone
3. Be careful when inviting protect yourself:
you read about in the paper, realize
someone into your home, or going
I. Run — Running will only that rape is never the victim's fault.
into someone else's home. These work if you are sure you can get to a In some cases the victim may be
places are where most acquaintance safe place.
guilty of making a poor decision,
rapes occur.
2. Scream — Screaming may but no one asks to be raped.
4. Communicate with your part- scare the attacker off, but it may also
For more information, to schedner. Be firm. Do not send mixed make him or her more violent. If ule a program or seek help for yourself or a friend, call the Rape Crisis
Center toll free at 1-800-928-7273.
The Rape Crisis Center provides
services for all nine counties of
western Kentucky with offices in
Murray (753-5777), Paducah (270534-4422), Mayfield (270-2512060) and Benton (270-527-1414).
All services are free and confidenSponsored each week by
tial.
assault

(Crass
FURNITURE,INC.
103 South 3rd St
Downtown Murray • 753-3621
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Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of April 8 to 12 have been released by Janice
McCuiston and Judy Clark, food service directors for Murray City
Schools and Calloway County Schools respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional change, are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool - Breakfast (milk is served daily): Monday - french toast
sticks with syrup, fruit juice; Tuesday - cereal, muffin, banana;
Wednesday - steak biscuit, fruit juice; Thursday - pancake and

sausage on a stick, syrup, mixed fruit. Lunch (milk is served daily):
Monday - pizza, corn, tossed salad with dressing; Tuesday - chicken
and dumplings, green beans, mixed fruit, roll; Wednesday - meat loaf,
creamed potatoes with gravy, cole slaw, roll; Thursday - cheeseburger,
potato wedges, baked fruit medley.
•
East, North, Southwest - Breakfast (cereal, toast, muffin, fruit juice
and milk available daily): Monday - cinnamon raisin biscuit; Tuesday oatmeal and poptart; Wednesday - sausage biscuit; Thursday - scrambled eggs, bacon and toast; Friday - donuts. Lunch (vegetables, fruit,
chef salads and milk available daily): Monday - pizza, BBQ sandwich,
grilled cheese sandwich; Tuesday - cheesy crispito, hamburger, peanut
butter and jelly sandwich: Wednesday - chicken and noodles, roll, roast
beef and swiss sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich; Thursday - ravioli
casserole with Texas toast, turkey club sandwich, peanut butter and
jelly sandwich, Friday - sliced turkey with roll, corn dog, grilled cheese
sandwich.
Calloway Middle - Breakfast (cereal, toast, fruit juice or fruit, yogurt
and milk available daily): Monday - oatmeal and poptart; Tuesday bacon and egg biscuit; Wednesday - chicken biscuit; Thursday - biscuit with sausage gravy; Friday - breakfast pizza. Lunch (pizza, chef
salad, vegetables, fruit, tea, fruit drinks and milk available daily):
Monday - chicken nuggets and a roll, corn dog, peanut butter and jelly
sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich: Tuesday - chili crispito, hamburger, grilled cheese sandwich, turkey and cheese sandwich;
Wednesday - spaghetti with meat sauce and Texas toast, grilled chicken on a bun, peanut butter and jelly sandwich, submarine on a hoagie;
Thursday - fish nuggets with hushpuppies, chili dog on a bun, grilled
cheese sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich; Friday - oven fried chicken with a roll, Chuckwagon on a bun, peanut butter and jelly sandwich,
turkey and cheese sandwich.
Calloway High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, Poptarts, muffins, donuts.
fruit juice and milk available daily): Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday
- sausage biscuit; Wednesday - bacon, egg and cheese biscuit;
Thursday - biscuit with sausage gravy; Friday - breakfast bagel.
Lunch (vegetables, fruit, cold sandwiches, peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches, hamburgers, cheeseburgers, fries, chef salads, pizza, fruit
drinks, tea and milk. available daily): Monday - steak fingers with a roll,
grilled chicken on a bun; Tuesday - grilled ham and cheese sandwich.
BBQ ribette on a hoagie, Wednesday - cheesy pork casserole with a
roll, sloppy joe sandwich; Thursday - foot long chili dog, chuckwagon
sandwich; Friday - chicken fajita, fish sandwich.
MURRAY CITY
Murray Elementary - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available daily). Monday - breakfast pizza; Tuesday - power bar;
Wednesday - french toast sticks; Thursday - sausage and biscuit;
Friday - cinnamon pastries. Lunch (vegetables, assortment of fresh
and canned fruit and juice_and_milk available .daily): Monday - cheeseburger, tuna salad sandwich; Tuesday - pizza, chef's salad;
Wednesday - taco salad, ham and cheese sandwich; Thursday turkey sandwich with yogurt, chuckwagon sandwich; Friday - pizza,
peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
Murray Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily): Monday honey bun; Tuesday - biscuit and gravy; Wednesday
- muffins; Thursday - breakfast pizza; Friday - scrambled eggs,
sausage and toast. Lunch (vegetables, fruit, milk, ice cream, bottled
water and fruit roll-ups available daily): Monday - chuckwagon sandwich, pizza; Tuesday - chicken nuggets, peanut butter sandwich;
Wednesday - mexican pizza, ham roll-up: Thursday - Italian dunkers
with bread sticks, cheeseburger; Friday - chicken noodle soup with half
a grilled cheese sandwich, pizza.
Murray High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily). Monday - waffle sticks; Tuesday - biscuit and gravy;
Wednesday - assorted muffins; Thursday - sausage and biscuit;
Friday - cinnamon rolls. Lunch (hamburgers, cheeseburgers, pizza,
fruit, vegetables, milk, ice cream, snack crackers, cookies and canned
fruit drinks available daily): Monday - ravioli casserole, turkey and
cheese sub; Tuesday - taco salad bar, chef salad with crackers, french
bread pizza; Wednesday - salisbury steak with gravy, tuna salad plate:
Thursday - chicken noodle soup and sandwich, chef salad with crackers: Friday - foot long hot dog, ham and cheese sandwich.

offers pet
first aid class
The Calloway County Chapter
of the American Red Cross will
offer a new class in April. Pet First
Aid will teach participants basic
information on how to recognize
illnesses and injuries in cats and
dogs.
Instruction will cover immediate
attention for common emergencies,
and each individual will also be
guided through pet CPR training.
Shawn Maxwell, who is a certified
Red Cross instructor with an extensive background in the animal welfare field, will teach this course.
Pet First Aid will be offered
April 20 from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. at
the Calloway County Public
Library in the meeting room. The
cost is $15 which includes the Pet
First Aid book and other supplies.
Preregistration is required at the
Red Cross office at 1003 Poplar St.
in Murray by April 18. For more
information, call 753-1421. All
participants are asked to bring a
four-legged stuffed animal for
demonstration purposes.
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National
Weather Service
offers spotter
training program
There will be a Severe Weather
Spotting training program put on
by the National Weather Service
April 8 beginning at 6:30 p.m. in
the Freed Curd Auditorium located
in the Collins Center on the Murray
State University campus.
The program will he presented
by meteorologist from the National
Weather Service out of the Paducah
weather station. The program features lots of graphics and pictures
of severe weather, including many
pictures from local storms.
Individuals who work outside,
play outdoor sports, enjoy water
recreation, or would be interested
in becoming weather spotters are
welcome to attend. There is no
charge for the program, which lasts
about two-and-a-half hours. For
additional information, call Jeff
Steen at 762-0023.
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DECORATING
cente
YARD helper needed for WELL- established medineeds responsible worke
spring cleanup
mulch cal practice seeks secretato help with paint, wall pa
per, and other decorating spreading, odd Jobs
ry to replace a departing
436-2005
employee Must have ba7TH Annual DOLL SHOW. proiects Part time or Full
sic typing and grammar
April 6th. Cherry Civic time depending on experiskills. "People skills" are a
Center, 2701 Park Avenue ence. 759-4979
must.
Compensation
10am-4pm. DEPENDABLE yard mainPaducah,
Join the Team!
based on qualifications
$200 Admission. under 12 tains in cemetery. Fill ins.
Please submit typed re-free Door prizes & Doll removing dirt,- bushhogsume fo'PO:Bbi
appraisals (limit 5) 270- ging, minor trucking. 4921040-K, Murray, KY 42071
442-5795 or 462-8026
8013
DINNER and a Movie
Lawn & Landscape
Cheri Theatres &
HOMEWORKERS
WANTING to earn $15.00
Service
Sandra D's Diner
NEEDED
plus a hour- then become
For the month of April, evMaintenance Division
$635 weekly processing
a server at Patti's 1880's
ery Tuesday Night, buy 2 mail Easy! No experience
has full & PT openings.
Settlement
Applications
Dinner menu items and reneeded Call 1-888-517may be picked up at the
For energetic, team
ceive 2 passes to the mov2362 Ext 4605 24 Hrs
hostess podium Immedioriented people.
ies (This doesn't apply NURSERY attendant for
ate Positions Available!
7c3-4;726
with any other promotions small church Sundays 9For more information call
or substitutions)
12 am and some occa270-362-8844
Hunters Paradise Wildlife sional special events
Refuge. 300 Acres. groups Please call 767-9796 or
welcome 270-489-2116 If 753-6908
no answer leave message. OPTOMETRIC Assistant
OPENING Soon- The
needed. Experience preFlower Market on 12th
ferred, needs skills in comis accountable for the delivery of continuous
Street next to Pockets
puters, Medicare, & bookand respiratory care to meet the needs of
keeping. Send resume to
patients in all age categories. A graduate from
P.O. Box 1040-J. Murray,
an approved one or two year respiratory theraKY 42071

AL.

PART TIME AND PRN
CERTIFIED RESP TECHNICIAN

PART-TIME
Resort
Housekeeper needed for
irregular hours. Located 15
east of Murray. Call Susan
270-436-2345

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
304 North.Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

Your

and
Headquarters

•Caps 'Jackets
•Shirts •Warmups
•Diecast 'License Plates
•Coffee Cups
AND MUCH,
MUCH MORE!

EASLEY
antiMfilab

.767..9.57.i-z7
500 N. 4TH ST. • MURRAY (Next to Beasley Sat. & Ant.)
Hours: 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

FOUND 3-25-2002 two
dogs on Hwy 641 near
Dexter. One black & white
male wired collar & a light
brown dog Call 437-3038
or Murray Animal Shelter
LOST
Gray & White
Cockatiel on Flint Church
Road area 753-8153

PART-TIME Retail Sale
Clerk. Factory Discount
Shoes Nurse Uniform. Apply in person 412 Main St.

RESPONSIBLE/DEPENDABLE person wanted to
assist
with
the
feeding/care of horses in
the Almo area Would be
willing to trade for the
board/ feed of a horse
FOUND: Dark red adult Terms negotiable
Call
male Golden Retriever 759-4994, If no answer,
Found at the enter section please leave a message
of Hwy 121 and Airport
Road on 04/03/02. Westside Vet. 753-4669_
National
[
060

CHEROKEE HILLS
STEAK HOUSE
Looking for experienced
kitchen help someone
who can cook for buffet
manage people & can
work every day Wed- Sun
Please call Patty at 270436-5566
FOSTER PARENTS
NEEDED
The Necco family has
been helping troubled children for over 35 years We
believe in the power of a
strong family, and provide
the best service and the
most competitive reimbursement rates of any
foster care agency in KY
If you're an experienced
foster parent and are looking for a growing statewide
family If you would like to
learn more about becoming a foster parent please
call Tonya Jarobe
(270)444-6500 or
1 -866-30-NECCO

Property
Management
Company looking for careerminded part-time
leasing expert.
Flexible hours to
include evenings
and weekends.
Please contact
Diane at
270-759-3003 to
schedule an
interview.
T&C Lumber Now Accept
ing Applications for sales
counter help and loaders
Apply in person 53 N
Main Benton Ky across
from Pizza Hut No Phone
Calls

CHECK US
OUT ON
THE WEB!

060
Help Wanted

MURRAY Hamilton-Ryker
Office hours
Tuesday-Thursday
9am to 2pm

Help Wanted
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To Place Your Ad Call Tammy or Amanda at 753-1916 or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
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py school approved by the Joint Committee for
respiratory therapy and sanctioned by the
AMA.

Agricultural Workers Needed
05/10/02 - 11/01/02
05/13/02. 12/20/02
05/13/02 - 01/13/03
Wages: minimum of $6.60, $7.00 and $8.00 per
hour depending on job performed. 75% of hours
listed on job order will be guaranteed. AII tools will
be provided at no cost. Free housing provided to
those beyond local recruiting area. Transportation
and subsistence paid when 50% of contract is met
Contact local state Employment Service Office.

NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS
For all positions for all
shifts. Apply in person at

Sonic Drive In
217 S. 12th Street
No Phone Calls Please

AGRICULTURAL
WORKERS NEEDED
05/04/02 - 12/14/02
05/06/02 - 01/15/03
05/06/02 - 01/23/03

Apply at

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY ' HOSPITAL

Wages: Minimum of,$6.60. 57.00 and $8.00 Per hour
depending on job performed. 75% of hours listed on
job order will be guaranteed. All tools will be provided at no cost. Free housing provided to those
beyond local recruiting area. Transportation and subsistence paid when 50% of contract is met. Contact
local State Employment Service Office.

Tiking healthcare nett'pldaN.
070
Position Wanted

COMPLIANCE SPECIALIST, Office of Equal
Opportunity. Full time. non-tenure track position
to begin April 2002. Qualifications: Bachelor's
degree with four years of progressively responsible professional experience required.
Master's degree preferred. Must have strong
analytical skills, communication skills, be detail
oriented and have the ability to handle multiple
priorities. Excellent computer skills required;
demonstrated competence with word processing. database, spreadsheet. desktop publishing. web page and presentation software preferred. Experience dealing with confidential
and/or sensitive information a must.
Background in human resources, equal opportunity and/or training and development desirable. Responsibilities: Monitors the faculty
and professional staff hiring process to ensure
compliance with federal, state and university
policies and procedures in relation to equal
employment opportunity and affirmative action
Assists with departmental training and providing
reasonable accommodations to individuals with
disabilities. Application Deadline: April 15.
2002 To Apply. Send letter of application
resume and names, addresses and phone
numbers of three references to: Compliance
Specialist Search. Office of Equal Opportunity,
Murray State University, 103 Wells Hall. Murray.
KY 42071-3318. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray State University is an equal
education and employment opportunity, M/F/O, AA
employer

The Purchase District Health Department is
seeking qualified applicant', for a Senior
Community Health Nurse v, ith primary duties
of Infection Control and Tuberculosis Control
Coordinator. This is a full-time, benefit position.
Education and experience: Bachelor's degree in
nursing from an accredited college or university. At least one year of experience in public
health or a community setting OR an associate
degree in nursing from an accredited college
and two years of experience in a public health
or community setting. Current license to participate in Kentucky is required.
Salary based on education and experience with
the entry-level hourly wage as $14.78. Possible
increase in hourly wage first year. Excellent
fringe benefit package. Applications may he
secured at any area 'Purchase District Health
Center. Pre-employment screening required.
Transcripts and copies of RN license MUST
accompany applications and must be postmarked by midnight. April IS, 2002. EQUAL
.OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

, PURCHASE DISTRICT
HEALTH DEPT

0

Want to Buy

TRUCK driver looking fo
local company or owne
operator to drive for. Have
11 years experience_ 9
with flat, 2 dry ox and reefer. Must make minimum
350 per mile, and drive
safe comfortable equipment . Good home time a
must. No NYC, Canada or
Mexico. Phone 270-7531486.

Domestic & Childcare
H&S Cleaning Service
Home & Office Cleaning
"Licensed & Insured"
Call for Free Estimates
270-753-0413
NEW Beginnings
Learning Center
Now accepting
Fall enrollment
759-1926
WILL do Housecleaning
753-3802
120
Computers

HELP WANTED
REGISTERED NURSES

Appliances
APPLIANCES FOR SALE
Frigidaire Washer & Gas
Dryer white, 8 yeats old,
very good cond $200
753-2570
leave message
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
On the Square
753-1713

KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
NEW computers $799. up.
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service
On 121S

436-5933.
9a.m.-7p.m
Mon-Sat.
lp.m -5p.m.
Sun
Visa/ Mastercard
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

Want to Buy
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items. antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all,
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry
ANTIQUES
WE BUY ESTATES
1 piece or all
Antique furniture, china,
quilts Call 492-6255
10 00 - 430
BUYER of standing timber
Pine & Hardwood Phone
Eugene Bustle 731-5841177 or 270-519-1322

CHEST freezer $125. and
bunkbed $75. Call 7533915.
FREE
Dish Network Satellite system, installed free Top 50
programming for only
$22 99 per month Call for
more information Beasley
Antenna & Satellite at
877-455-0901
INNERSPRING mattress
made for king size water
bed replacement. $100 00.
and a 16HP Roper lawn
tractor, price negotiable
Call 753-3903
JOHN Deer 318 Riding
mower, power steering,
50" deck Excellent condition Call before 8.00 am
or after 8 00 pm Call 7591204

MACHINE quitting
$31 50 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
STORAGE Buildings built
on site Lowest price in
area Call 437-4877
WHITE prom dress Ong
$400 Will sell for $150
size 4 270-753-5859

FOR rent in Cypree bay
are furnished trailer minutes from lake. Screen in
room, full deck on back
Suitable for one or two
people. 4300 per month
with security deposit $150
Please call 731-232-8346

OFFICE Building for ren
or lease, 4,500 s.f unde

root. 753-9562
Went To Rent

GREEN section w/ full size WANT to lease or buy
bed and 2 recliners Ask- dark fired tobacco base
ing $400 437-4093
burley base, air cured
KING SIZE Mattress insert base 435-4294
for converting waterbed to
regular king size bed 7535933.
180
Lawn & Garden
SNAPPER riding mower,
9HP 30 Inch deck,
Excellent condition, $500
759-8850

&Or**
6FT Woods finish mowe
with 3 hitch 753-0156 at
ter 6pm
•HARD hose in reel 850
ft. 4 1/2 in. hose, 200 gun,
450 GPM $9,000 -16 Ft
Gooseneck
with good
flood, dump, sides elc.
over hyd lack $4,500.
*Grain wagon with 4 in
avger $1,250 .2 hyd rams
18 In stroke. 2 in bore.
Like new $100 each Call
489-2796

GOOD used Air Conditioner, refrigerator, stove, carpeting 753-4109
5 pc Pearl Drum set (Red),
2 cym. (Zil., pearl), HH (Zi
"LOOKING FOR
SELLERS"
Ii), stool & gibraltor rack
Campbell Realty has 2 ect. cond. $750. OBO Cal
buyers looking for 4 bed- 753-6432.
room/ executive type
homes. County or city exHomes For Solo
tra acreage a plus.
$200,000. to $300,000.
Need to purchase now! 1985 14x60 mobile home,
759-8780.
excellent condition, new
carpet, new large deck,
WANTED 10- 20 acres
must see $11,000 270Hwy 464 east vicinity for
437-4325
pasture/ hay field 7531993 16x80 3br, 2 bath, 2
9270
WANTED riding mowers porches Must be moved
that need work 436-2867 Asking $12,500 489-2054
1997 16x80 3Br. 2 bath,
All appliances, covered
deck, elec pole & service
Articles
open living area, well kept
For Sale
$17,000 OBO 753-4757
3 Prom dresses Size 4-10
in great shape and reasonably priced 759-5400
BIRDFEEDERS and hous
es. Also bat & butterfly
boxes, squirrel feeders
ect Very high quality western cedar. 206 E Poplar
one block east of 4th &
Poplar Can't miss the
place!

Homes For Rent

Ward-Elkins

160
Home Furnishings

Equal Opportunity Employer

Murray Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar, Murray, KY 42071.
.1rA

Help Wanted

1 Bedroom - Eftiency
Washer&Dryer No Pets,
starting at $200/month
767-9037
1 Br, all appl. fum
Duiguid Dr Coleman RE
759-4118
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118
2 Br. near MSU C/H/A
$275 Coleman Re 759-

Apartments For Rent
EXTRA nice 2br, 1.5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished. WiD. 1yr tease, 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905.
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St.,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $325/ month.: OittoeHours, 10- 2, M-F. Call
753-1970. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
NEAR UNIVERSITY- Extra large 2 Br apt. Large
living ,room. Kitchen -dinette combo Central_ elec
H/A. Range, refrigerator.
disposer,
dishwasher.
washer- dryer hookup
$200 Deposit- $350 Mo.
($250 1st mo.)753-4560
M-F, 9-5
NEWLY decorated 1br
Apt. Free standing. 411
1/2 S. 8th St. $220 per
month plus $300 security
deposit. 474-2520.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

Southside Manor Apts
1,2 & 3br. apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
VERY nice large 1br, all
appliances,
including
washer & dryer, 759-5885
WALK to MSU one 2 Br
and one 3 Br on 16th
Street across from Murray
State Campus Appliances
include Washer and dryer
759-5885

Houses For Rent

1703 Ryan, 2 br. $5013/mo
Available May 13- May 18
Shown by appt only 1
4118
lease
required
2BR.. 1 1/2 bath, covered year
parking, extremely nice C/H/A. 753-6194 or 5592097.
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR., edge of town, wash- 2 Bedroom, 1
Bath
er & dryer. $335
$300/month plus deposit
Coleman RE 759-4118
753-9826
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath. down- 2 Br 2 Bth, 200, month
stairs apartment $400 a plus deposit in Kirksey
759-8669 after 6pm
month 489-2296
EXTRA nice 2br. 1 bath. 2BR in county, stove & reappliances furnished with frigator, central heal & air
washer/ dryer. 1 year cond. No pets $350. 4374386.
lease. No pets 753-2905
2BR. C/H/A. garage. Near
LARGE 2 br, 1 1/2 bath all
MSU. No pets, . 1 year
appliances, including W &
lease. $450 per month
D. built in microwave 759753-9636.
5885
RENT-2-OWN
2 • 4 Bedroom houses
Potential owner financing
753-4109

D & S Mobile Home Movers
Licensed and Insured

We Move Mobile Homes

, 270-437-4608
97 Fleetwood Reflection.
14x60 Vinyl siding, shingle
roof. 2Br. 1 1/2 bath. Central H/A Stove, washer &
dryer, utility pole & deck
One owner. $14.000 270753-0364
RELIANCE Homes Inc,
2 miles N. Murray, KY
32x80 5br. 3 bath with fireplace.
moen
faucets
thought out, fiberglass
tubs (No plastic) plywood
floors. $468 per month
turn key setup on your
property Call 270-7679442
What makes SUNSHINE
HOMES better than the
rest'? See for yourself at
Arrowhead Home Sales3124 Hwy. 79N -Pans, TN
(731)641-6900 Or Toll tree
at 877-754-6900

Mobile Homes For Pent
2BR in county stove & rengator with nice deck plus
storage building $250
437-4386

CREEKVIEW STORAGE
520-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 753-

7536

Murray Ledger & Times
Fair Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein is subject to
the Federal Fair Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference. limitation
or discrimination based on race, color, religion. sex, handicap. familial status or national
origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination in the sale.
rental or advertising of real estate based of factors in addition to those protected under federal law.
We will not knowingly accept any advertising
for real estate which is in violation of the law.
All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an equal
opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair Housing
Advertising requirements7-'Utintact NA A
Counsel Rene P Milam.(703)648-10(X).
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Homes For Sala

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
NORTH WOOD Storage
Now Renting- Various Size
Units Available
Call 270-762-0196
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
*Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

WATER front 2 6 acres
4Br, 3 bath, custom built
includes 2 living quarters,
many extras, private dock
731-232-6190

Services Offered

PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPING

1

1986 Jimmy, one owner
Good body and tires
needs transmission work
$1,000 492-8736

Murray, KY

TOP

Used Cars

Used Trucks
1986 Ford pick-up 4x4
270-49-8411
91 Ford Taurus, good
body, good motor. needs
good mechanic, moving
must sell' 767-0143 days
997 Silverado ext. cab.
77,xxx miles. 270-5270991
MUST Sell 1999 Chevrolet
Silverado Extended Cab
LS $15,500 OBO and
1997 Nissan Maxima loaded with everything. 270559-2959.
1976 El Camino S.S. 350
V-8, automatic, air & power. Show car quality. 7530114

1991 Coachman camper
30 ft wiair and full size
awning, front kitchen. bedroom in back w/ all extras
Extra clean S9.000. OBO
489-2538.

11321Lots For Rent
LOT for rent
492-8488
Acreage
9.8 acres - end of cul-desac. completly woodedgreat hunting - cut 7 yrs.
ago Gravel road access
$12,000 OBO 436-2204
leave message

1602 Tabard 3 bedroom, 2
bath Must Call for Appt
$122,500 753-0090
2BR. 1 bath brick Nicely
decorated,
beautifully
landscaped yard $51.000
(270)759-4486
3 bedroom, brick in Hazel,
cute starter home w/large
yard 436-2370
5 bedroom home 2 bath
brick bonus room in Lynn
Grove Reasonably priced
& lots of extras 436-2370
CHARMING 3 bedroom, 1
bath, brick home downtown. hardwood floors, gas
logs
lots of extras
$62,500 435-4636
FOR Sale 3 BR. 2 B. Central HVAC, Nothing Down
905 Southwood Drive 7535561
MUST sell house in Almo,
2 bedrooms 1 bath Price
reduced 759 9189

Free Estimates
References Available
10 Years Experience

(270)436-6255

M & T Painting
Now scheduling spring work.
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.
Please call Paulfor
free estimate at

STORAGE

LAKE Front lot on KY Lake
in Hamlin Located 1 miles
South of Bloodnver 141'
Frontage on lake. Nice
slope to water. Deep yeara-round water. Restricted.
Asking $55.000. Call after
6pm 753-1890.
LOTS for sale Starting at
$11,000 Price includes
water. septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838
LOVELY
ELEVATED
HALF ACRE LOT $12,000
OBO 759-4712

GARA
l-1- GE

Landscape Designs, Installation and Maintenance
Cheaper than the nursery, with nursery quality.'
Jamie Wade

EASTSIDE

69 acres three miles from
lake in New Concord area.
Good deer & turkey hunting or for building on.
$50,000 270-519-1322 or
731-584-1177 night.

By Peter H

WADE FARMS

sport Utility Vehicles
1121

1987 Cavalier Convertible,
engine problems $600
270-759-0899 or 270-3893218
1988 buck Century $900
270-767-0813
1994 Ford Taurus, 82,200
miles, excellent condition
A/C, P/S, P/B $2900
Phone 753-8947
1998 Dodge Stratus ES
high miles, loaded, $5,500
436-5211
119 Main • 753-6266
84 Porsche 944. Silver,
manual, 5-speed, air, new
sound system, excellent
Pets & Supplies
condition, good interior/extenor. Otter, call (270)4423 yr old Black Cocker 2217
Spaniel. all shots $350 91 Mercury Capri XR2, 2
474-9866
door convertible, white, air,
cruise, new sound system,
DOG Obedience
excellent interior/exterior.
Master Trainer
Offer. call (270)442-2217
436-2858
REG, English Setter pup- _9Iflonda Accord _LX
pies Tricky Dick Cham- rosewood 4door, runs will
pion blood line $200 5 speed 759-1765
I Buy Cars 752-0160
(270)247-5222
PORSCHE 924 4 speed
low miles, looks & runs
Public Sale
great $2,950 759-4822
COMPLETE AUCTION
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Vans
Broker
Roger Stubblefield
1990 Dodge Caravan SE
527-2931 Auctioneer
V6, 180,xxx miles. AC,
PL.PW, runs good, needs
$1,000
paint
job.
Real Estate
(270)759-2276
HALEY Professional
1995 Custom Van, bought
Appraising
new at Cain's: V-8 front270-759-4218
rear heat/air, lots of
For What It's Worth
extras/keyless
entry
tv/vcr- power everything
130k, $12,000 OBO, 4361S
tka Property
[
2204 leave message
22 acres, boat ramp. joints
TVA, beautiful building
sites Black top road frontage $69,500 Terms 270753-9302.

Services Offered

16 ft Jon boat. Trolling mo
tor depth finder, 33 HP
motor $2.000 753-1356.
16FT, fiberglass, bass
boat. serviced & ready for
the season. 753-3532
18 ft. Pro craft fish/ski, lots
of extras, garage kept.
489-2296
1987 Bayliner 17 inboard,
4 cylinder Runs great
$2,500 752-0852
PONTOON- '93 Play buoy
Supreme 70 h p Mercury
$6,900 Lg inner tube $50
Call 753-2963
Offered
1-A Tom Vance Genera
Contracting Remodeling,
Custom Wood Work, Additions, Custom Tile Mosaics, Painting. Pressure
Cleaning We Do It All'
Quality References Available 767-9036 or 994-0388
A affordable hauling, junk
clean up, tree work, gutter
cleaning 436-5141
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL
ING iunk clean up, clean
ing out sheds. gutters. tree
work 436-2867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737.
437-3044
Free Estimates

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100(7, loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Gerry Puckett • Darren Jones • Jacquelyn Watsor

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

270-759-4979
Heaven's Best

CARPET & UPHOLSTERY
CLEANING

SALE

COMMUNITY
WIDE
YARD SALE

MULTI-FAMILY
GARAGE
SALE

YARD
SALE

Graves Co.
High School
April 6
7 a.m.-?

1544

900 So.17th
Corner of 17th
and Magnolia
Sat., April 6th
7 a.m.-Noon

Lots of good bargains All proceeds
_io to Relay for Life

YARD SALE
April 5th & 6th
Opens 7:30-1 p.m.
1711 Johnson
Blvd.
Ott Doran Rd.
Many toys, clothes
including maternity
& kids, dog house,
freezer, pictures &
other household
items.

Canterbury
Drive
Saturday.
April 6th
7 a.m. - Noon

MOVIN' SALE

94 E. to 280 - 4 1/2 mile to Wright Rd.
turn right 2nd house on left.

1603
Hermitage
Drive

Thurs - Fri - Sat
Antique dresser, Ig entertainment center,
antique table w/2 chairs, office chairs, baby
clothes, high chair, strollers, bassinet, car seat,
green electric cook stove, Tonka toys, bedding,
dishes, pots & pans, silverware, Soundesign
stereo, lots of odds & ends, AC., box fans,
kerosene heater

COMMUNITY GARAGE SALE

YARD SALE

1403 Crystal Brook Ln.
Saturday, April 6th • 8:00 a.m.
Rain or Shine
Baby clothes 0-3T & accessories, furniture, designer women's clothing - all
sizes. men's clothing, Doc Martens, toys,
Nike. Gap, Polo, t.v.'s, jewelry. shoes,
purses, computer desks, books, dishes,
wreaths, flower arrangements, bedding,
lots of kid's stuff and much more.
Don't miss out!

712 Elm St,
Fri., April 5
Sat., April 6
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Cleaning out attic
and shed! Lots of
everything! Bikes,"
toys, clothes. etc
Must see!

•Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
•Install braces & floors joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors.
•Replace or repair water and drain lines.
-Install moisture barriers.
We Do Ail Kinds of Remodelin,g,

David Gailimore,
Owner
Will Do Insurance Wur. .

731-247-5422
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks. Home Additions.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Pole Barns, Metal Buildings. Fencing
Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
753-7860. 753-1194
AFFORDABLE Mower repair tillers, go carts, etc
Free pickup, delivery 4362867
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction.
Remodeling* Repairs*
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
New Const. Home & Mobile Home repair. Termite
& Water Damage. Replacement Windows Vinyl
Siding, Painting. Decks
Call Larry Nimmo.
753-9372. 753-0353.
Asphalt SEALCOATING
Call Ronnie Geurin
"The Asphalt Doctor"
•Compare our work
*Compare our prices
.References furnished
*Workmanship & Material
Guarantee
•Eully Insured
•Free Estimates
270-759-1953
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
,

0%4,

151

GARAGE
SALE
2000
Gatesborough
Circle
Saturday
7 a.m.-2 p.m.

1

CONCRETE Finishing,
sidewalks, driveways, paFuton, push
tios, general maintenance.
mower, toys, treadFree Estimates 435-4619
mill, lots more.
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Services Offered
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
HANDYWORK( odd jobs
Cell 836-5681
wanted No job too small.
Landscaping
D G
Give us a call. Yes we
Complete Lawn Service
haul junk.
•Insured •Free estimates
. Phone: 436-5759
(270)753-2210
HAULING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Cleaning out garages,
Siding. Quality Work. Free
sheds, carport atics,
Estimates. Over 25 Years
and storage
Experience. Gerald Wal753-2555
ters. 753-2592.
Luke Lamb
DIBBLE CONSTRUCTION
HIGGINS Lawn Service
Residential and CommerMowing, Trimming. Small
cial construction, new conGarden tilling
struction, additions or rePhone 436-5953
modeling. Decks, fences
Cell 519-9499
and docks. ask about new
alternative
construction
materials Quality work.
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
Call 759-1424
PAINTING
•For all residential and
FENCING
small commercial
Midway Fence. All types.
painting needs
Complete services.
•36 years experience
Reasonable prices.
Free Estimate Insured.
•Interior & Exterior
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
•Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
Louver doors / shutters
•No job too small
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839
•Free estimates
Please call 753-8858

MURRAY LAWN
& LANDSCAPE
*Lawn Mowing •Tnminiro,
• Mulching • Fertilizing
Call 759-4762
Fri. Openings Available

MARK Lambs
Tree Service
Licensed & Insured
Full line of equipment
Serving Tr State Area
759-3624 or
1-800-548-5262

"--YdARD
SALE
Fox Meadows
Saturday,
April 6
8 a.m.-Noon
books.

books, jars.

Services Offered

Services Offered

Mitchell Brothers
Paving Specializing in
-Asphalt paving
•Seal coating
•Striping
•Hauling
759-0501
753-1537
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668

ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
435-4645
SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
MOWERS FOR SALE
PICKUP AND DELIVERY
753-0260
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates.
753-5484.

LambBrothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555
MOWING and Trimming
Small to large yards
within Murray area
Steve 767-9178
MR. LAWN CARE
759-2514
•Mowing -Landscaping
*Gutter-Cleaning
PAINTING
Pay less
Call Dan 753-9618
PROFESSIONAL
Lawn
Care. Mowing. trimming,
landscaping, hauling. Reasonable Rates, free estimates. For All your lawn
care needs call B&B Lawn
Care at 753-8407

•Mowisp

COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
-Lawn Maintenance
•Bed mulching
270-753-6772

624 Broad St.
Saturday,
April 6
7 a.m.-Noon
Furniture, clothes
and stuff.

GARAGE
SALE
Campbell
Realty - 1300
Johnson Blvd.

670 Oaks
Country Club
Road
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-12 p.m.
All proceeds go to
The Relay For lite

David's Cleaning
Services

We now

manufacture. Buy direct.

Order before // a.m. &
pick up same day.

-Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
'Brick -All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways

i)a.id Borders

Phone 1270) 759-4734

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

FREE
PALLETS

1-800-611-6854
1-270-753-2555

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa Mastercard, also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Luke Lamb

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

L_CI
I i-iE.AQ
i4E.PE IS
GOO

First Come - First Serve
:01
•03i,

Business On A Budget?

Air

SAVE $182 with this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $250.

Call 753-1 916 For Details
Our extensive, organized list'
rigs make it easy to find what
your looking for, so you can
start raking in the good stuff

270-753-1916

MURRAY LEDGER
&TIMES
1001 Whitnell Ave • Murray

SMITH
ROOF REPAIR
Special:zing in Roof'Rcpai,
• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• New Construction • Flat Roofs
—•—•—•—•—•—•—•—•—•—•—•—•—•—•—

"One Shingle or Whole Roof'

Free Estimates - l0 Years E.xperiem

489-6155 or Cell 339-7

16

NIL

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

there are
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Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
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U211:71010CDtrft:Dir-Larnb BrOtherls
Moving Co.

Adhesion
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
Classified Department

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844
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ADVERTISE Your Yard Salt- 3 Tun, and SAVE
1x2 ad Z,5 WORD MAX.
$8 00
1 insertion
$13.00
2 insertions
$16.00
3 insertions
Ade must be paid in advance

TIM & DAVE'S
MOWING
also brush removal. tree
Free Column
trimming, and minor cutting Other services availaFREE
ble also With fast, friendly.
Lab puppies
& affordable pricing
Shots & wormed
753-0462
436-5788
WILL Mow Yards And
FREE
9
piece sectional
Haul Mulch
sofa 759-0690
753-7635

Roofing Meta(

DEAR D
cause, the s
ment for abd
DEAR RE

GET YOUR GARAGE
SALE GOING!

trigaiiikikalrAIWAIM
VVe• Specialize in Cleaning

BRANDON'S
Outdoor Services
*Paint •Lawn •Mulcr
*Shrubs -Tiling •Bushhog
(270)436-5277
BRYON'S Lawn Service
Free Estimates 753-0600
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hit
(270)436-2113
Cecil McLeod's
Lawnmower Repair
Pick-up & delivery
753-9814
CLAY'S Mowing
Call 871-7340

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

THREE Oaks
Lawn & Landscape
*Mowing *Fertilizing
-Weed Control
-Leaf Removal
•Over Seeding -New Lawn
-Bed Mulching
436-2320
Fully Insured
Free Estimates

15 Yrs Experienci
CALL DAVID ,
c
‘
,

Men's, Women's & Children
Consignment Clothes
762-0207
Southside Shopping Cu
605 South 12th St

Your Home improvement Headquarters

•IRRIGATION INSTALLATI, '

753-9000 'NV'

Rita's Neat
Repeats

Lots of items

1112 Elm
(Right behind
Haverstock's)
Saturday Only
April 6
7 a.m.-Noon

Household, clothes.

MOVING

kis() New Spnng & Summer

Fri., April 5
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat., April 6
7 a.m.-12 p.m.

YARD SALE

Children's clothes,
toys, barn junk, old
windows, baskets,

Mogwood

Complete lAmdscape
and Lawn Installation
and Maintenance

306 S. 11th St.
April 6 & 7
bedroom
1
suite
2 daybeds, couch
& chair, dining
table & chairs,
coffee & end
tables, washer &
dryer, refrigerator

HUGE GARAGE SALE

Dry in 1 hour

David's Home Improvement

$1 SIDEWALK SALE
SL BARGAIN ROOM

ESTATE SALE

Ends Saturday April 6111

No sticky residue, Non-toxic & Hypo-Allergenic
Residential & Commercial
-New ifflageln-carpet cleaning-- Got stains'? We'll remove them.

For a free estimate call: 270-492-8510
or pager 270-762-7578

GOODIES

tamb Brothers
/,
) Tree Service

1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & LNSCRED

Frei, Estimates
24 Hr

Service

7'rimmang
Cleanup Semi

Full Line of
Hedge Trimming Equipment
Commercial &
Tree & Stump
Residential
Remora/

FelFi
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DEAR ABBY
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Clothes
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clothes
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GE

.E
belt
1300
Blvd.

Sat.
2 p.m.
is go to
For Life.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR ABBY: I have a 12-year- birth announcement after the
old son who is academically gifted. baby arrives.
DEAR DR. GOTT. What is the
He understands, speaks and reads
PETER
cause, the symptoms and the treaton a much higher level than the
ment for abdominal adhesions?
M.D.
GOTT,
sixth-grade program he is in. UnforDEAR ABBY: I hope you're not
DEAR READER: Inflammation and
tunately, the schools in ow- area are sick of "grandmother stories,"
injury almost always lead to the forlimited in their ability to deal with because I've got a sweet one.
mation of scar tissue. Surgery, being
My grandmother, May, was the
„gifted students.
an injury in the most fundamental
One teacher told me that the "Big Hershey Bar Grandma." She
sense, is no exception. Operations,
gifted program my son is currently did not approve of smoking, and my
especially in the abdomen, usually
A NOTE TO READERS: For an in is not challenging him, while father did not approve of giving
heal uneventfully but, during the healon another teacher has suggested he candy to us kids.
ing process, strands or webs of scar updated and revised Health Report
After dinner at Grandma's
tissue may form. These filmy scars "Losing Weight" (formerly "Winning bring down his level of speech, readare called "adhesions" because they the Battle of the Bulge") that includes ing, etc., to the level of the other house, bad would go outside to
$2 to students in his class so that he can smoke and she'd go into her
adhere to various abdominal organs. my No Flour, No Sugar diet send
kitchen.. Then she would call out,
No one knows why some people are Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe, fit in more easily.
the
My concern is that my son will "Come on, kids!" She'd reach into
particularly prone to adhesions and OH 44092-0167. Be sure to mention
for more become bored with school and quit, her freezer to break off pieces of a
others are not; this biological tenden- title. Also, be on the lookout
updated Health Reports.
or get so depressed about not fitting big Hershey bar and give us each a
cy is unpredictable.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a 44-year- in that he may get himself into trou- piece.
Although many post-operative
Now,45 years later, my husband
patients develop adhesions, this tis- old overweight woman who had two ble.
What can I do to foster his intelli- and I keep assorted bite-size chocosue does not ordinarily lead to symp- heart attacks and was left with
toms or health consequences. aneurysms of my coronary arteries. I gence, Abby? Emotionally he is a 12- lates in a drawer of our entertainNevertheless, in some people, the spent five days on life support. During year-old, but his intellectual capaci- ment center just below the Disney
strands of scar may interfere with my hospitalization, the cardiologist ty is so far advanced, it's becoming videos. Our grandson knows the little Hershey's are his, and the biteintestinal movement by wrapping asked if I had suffered pink eye before difficult to strike the right balance.
All this boy wants is to commu- size Snickers are my husband's.
around portions of bowel or otherwise my heart problems. I hadn't but had
I can no longer eat chocolate, and
obstructing the passage of intestinal shared my Visine eye drops with a nicate with kids his own age who
contents. This causes oartial or com- nephew who had. I was eventually have the same abilities and inter- my beloved grandma — the only
plete blockage, leading to severe diagnosed with Kawasaki syndrome. ests that he has. Any suggestions one I knew — passed on in 1971.
But whenever I'm in a store and see
abdominal pain, fever, vomiting, and What on earth is this strange disease? would be appreciated.
SOUTH CAROLINA MOM those large Hershey bars, I smile,
DEAR READER: First described in
intestinal swelling; in short, what surremembering the ones in the small
geons term "an acute abdomen." Japan in the late 1960s, the syndrome
almost
hiring
MOM:
freezer of Grandma's old-fashioned
Consider
DEAR
worldwide,
occurred
has
Under these circumstances, further
abdominal surgery is necessary to always in children. The cause is a college student to tutor your fridge.
DONNA IN PORTLAND,ORE.
unknown but believed to be an infec- son — and perhaps mentor him.
lyse (break up) the adhesions and
people
with
contact
needs
He
tion.
relieve the obstruction.
DEAR DONNA: Although you
The illness tends to progress in on his intellectual level. He
Adhesions can cause unexpected
symptoms many years after the origi- stages. starting with fever, irritability should feel comfortable with cannot eat chocolate now, the
nal operation or infection. Because and abdominal pain. The second stage who he is — and he is an acade- memory is delicious. Thanks for
consists of rash, swollen glands and mic high achiever who grasps sharing it.
there are no tests to distinguish
A"pink eye"). Then the concepts above his grade level.
conjunctivitis
intestinal-blockage due to adhesions
peels off. At this point At the same time, encourage
skin
involved
(such
causes
Pauline Phillips and her daughter,
dangerous
other,
from
or
become evident: him to go out for team sports
Jeanne Phillips, share the pseudonym
complications
the
is
as abscesses or kinking), surgery
join special-interest groups Abigail Van Buren. Write Dear Abby at
usually necessary to establish the arthritis, diarrhea, meningitis and with kids his own age.
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
disease.
gallbladder
To
condition.
the
treat
diagnosis and
Los Angeles, CA 90069.
of
consequence
The most serious
my knowledge, there is no non-surgical therapy, diet, exercise or medicine Kawasaki syndrome is inflammation
DEAR ABBY: My husband is in
of arterial linings, especially of the
to prevent or treat adhesions.
military, requiring us to move
the
serious
coronary arteries, leading to
two to three years. We are
every
afflictions, such as heart attack, carblessed to have family and friends
diac inflammation, aneurysms and
scattered all over the United States.
other complications.
After eight years of trying, we are
The diagnosis is based on a set of
finally expecting our first child.
single
no
Men. 1,4iNnen & ChilSest:%
is
there
criteria;
JACQUELINE BIGAR
special
Is it proper to send baby shower BY
Consignment Clothes & Accessorie.%
diagnostic test. Treatment includes
to out-of-town family
aspirin and intravenous gamma glob- invitations
TOP 11111111111111111
and friends even though I know HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, Apnl
ulin.
PkM SIM
they will be unable to attend?
6, 2002:
Your cardiologist is to be congratuBURSTING WITH JOY Think in terms of gain and growth. You
Formals. IVeildings & Viotht;',
lated on his superior diagnostic skills.
IN SAN ANTONIO routinely pull white rabbits out of black
Without his expertise, your outcome
Owner - Rita Wyatt
hats, surprising and delighting many,
could have been a disaster. I do not
605 S. 12th St.• Nharra
how you contracted Kawasaki
DEAR BURSTING: No. A bet- including you! Allow your creativity to
know
Ms: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
syndrome; certainly you could have ter way would be to write your emerge while seeking out your goals.
(270)762-02117
caught it from your nephew, but if that family and friends and share Fnends surround you; however, some
Email: neatrepeats@apex.net
were the case, he, too, would have your good news now. Send a might be unusually flaky this year. Go
become ill.
with the flow, depending on your immediate circle as well as your own abilities.
If you are single, a relationship will
appear this coming fall or winter that
13 L_CI
could evolve into something very special. If you're attached, your relationship
will pinnacle to a new level. Focus on
TKAT'S NOT WrIA"" I I-IEARO
S0ME1300Y TOLD ME YOUR STF-AIG
your home life together. You add someIS BIG, TOUGH,ANC'
thing very special to your life together in
PULL OP PAT
the fall of 2002. AQUARIUS proves to
be a fnend.

Horoscopes

Witd's Neat Repeats
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The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
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Have:
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
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51H1 FtORAL CAPRIS
WHAT A WASTE
WHAT WAS I THINKING??

WAIT A MINUTE

DID I EVER TR4 THEIVA
WITH A HIGHER
STRAPIN SANDAL?

UJI-N ? UJI-1`1 ??

AlA4BE 11.1E4 NEEDED
A LOOSER TANK..
WIDER BELT...

SOrnE LEARN FROM
THE PAST. I
RE-ACCESSORIZE IT.

FUN, ETHNIC BANGLES...
FRINGED TOTE...

D.

ARIES (March 21-Aphl 19)
***** A fnendship inspires you to
do something quite different, even if you
feel a bit awkward. You make anything
possible in this frame of mind. Try a new
sport or perfect your abilities in a present
one. When you both relax, you can have
a "senous" talk. Tonight: The party could
go on and on.
TAURUS (April 20-May 201
**** Tension builds only because
you dream of fun and frolic, and someone has plans that are less than jovial for
you. Clear out what you must. Another

organized listto find what
r. so you can
:he good stuff

LEDGER
1ES
Ave.• Murray

might not want to understand your
"excuses." He or she simply wants you!
Tonight: Accept a compliment_
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
***** If you can remember last
night's dream, you will get a clue about
what you need to do today. Something
you have been wanting to do or say
should not be postponed any longer.
Another clearly is receptive to your feedback. Tonight: Listen to the music.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** What might seem to be an
extravagant offer from a friend might be
a way of asking for more of a relationship. Be sensitive to this person's dance,
knowing what is going on. Decide what
you want before anything significant
occurs. Tonight: Have an open discussion.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** It's your pleasure to have your
plans confused and changed by a certain
"someone." A friend could be depressed
by your reversal. Your creativity comes
out in a discussion. Think twice about a
wild idea before you launch into it.
Tonight: Let someone into your world.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Has there been something you
have been considering doing? Instead of
postponing it one more time, do it now.
You'll feel a lot better about yourself as a
result. Walk through a door and take a
risk with a close associate. Tonight:
Make it an early night.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You're full of fun and games,
as if you were a kid again. Enjoy your
day with a loved one, even if it means
postponing a tnp! You can't do every-

CROSSWORDS

etails

1-1916

about "Professionalism and the ProTen years ago
Woman- at a meeting of
fessional
Suspects in four burglaries ocBusiness and Profescurring in Calloway County on the Murray
Club held at
Women's
sional
March 27 from approximately 7:15
Restaurant.
Corral
Golden
p.m. to after midnight, will be
The Calloway County High
handed over to the grand jury when
speech team won the KenSchool
it next reconvenes, according to
Speech Tournament.
State
tucky
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thing all at once, though you frequently
try to! Maintain your balance through
humor. Tonight: Be with the one you
love.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Center on home and family. By
indulging those who make up a substantial part of your life, you add more comfort and easiness. Consider a longdesired purchase. anywhere from a
swimming pool to perhaps painting a
room. Tonight: You don't need to go far.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Trust your sixth sense, it will
lead you down the correct path. You naturally seem in tune to delighting others.
A partner or associate might need more
attention than you're giving him or her.
Express your caring to those close to
you. Tonight: Gab away with favorite
people at a favonte spot.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** What you see as a sure bet,
someone else views as a walking disaster. Stop and take in other points of view.
Test out your ideas; be willing to solidify
them. Take a nap if need be later in the
day. Fatigut can even hit the Goat!
Tonight: Order in.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Sometimes others find you to
be inspired and able to think outside the
box. Congratulate yourself on your fast
thinking and your ability to break
through restrictions. Visualize what you
want from others, with full expectations
of receiving in return. Tonight: Deal with
a touchy family member.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
** Don't feel as if you always have to
be active and in tune to the moment.
Take a day or two off. ow down, knowing your innate limits kd needs. Others
can cover for you right 11w. Turn on a
favorite piece of music. Read a book.
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House, Senate balk at
series of amendments

Powell brings talents to table
By NANCY BENAC
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) -.- As a
military man, Colin Powell was
known for his insistence on setting
clear goals, then using decisive
force to achieve them. That doctrine
won't do him much good now.
In Powell's greatest test yet as
secretary of state, President Bush is
dispatching him to the Middle East
to try to halt escalating violence and
steer the Palestinians and Israelis
toward peace.
"There's no doubt I sent a great
man to go accomplish that mission," Bush said Thursday.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Constitutional amendments to give
the General Assembly more latitude
to set business rules and overturn
administrative regulations may be
caught up in the legislature's own
power struggle.
The House and Senate have long
had an informal arrangement to the legislature more
power to review
approve the amendments proposed and reject contracts,
bonding and
by the other chamber and put them regulations emerging from
the execon the ballot for voter consideration. utive branch.
The bill pending in the
But when the session broke for its Senate has only a vague
outline of
veto recess ,on Tuesday, a House legislative
authority to set up a
amendment was bottled up in the review process for
regulations.
Senate and the Senate's proposal
The courts have repeatedly ruled
was hanging in limbo in the House. that the legislature
has limited
"I'm not interested in linkage authority over administrative
regulahere," said Sen. Charlie Borders, R- tions, except when it is
in session. In
Russell, sponsor of the Senate pro- 1990, voters rejected
another proposal to repeal numerous sections of posed amendment that
would have
the Kentucky Constitution that given the
legislature more power
relate to business regulation.
over regulations.
But Borders also acknowledged
The business amendment would
that the fate of his amendment may delete several
sections of the 1891
be inextricably intertwined with a constitution that impose
broad rules
House proposal that would give the on companies
doing business in
legislature an effective veto of regu- Kentucky.
Some of them seem as
lations.
old as the constitution — Section
Rep. Bob Heleringer, R- 208, for example, says
the word
Louisville, the original sponsor of "corporation" includes
joint stock
.the regulations _Amendment, said his, -companies_ and associations_
Others__ _
idea has already been hijacked and targeted for repeal, though,
appear
he has lost interest in it.
still relevant.
Heleringer said he wanted to give

& It sounds like a job
for Superman. 77

General
Assembly
2002

— Ed Abington
Former U.S. ambassador in
Middle East

He is still hugely popular at
home and abroad, but his foreign
policy views are often at odds —
and overshadowed — by those in
the Bush administration with more
hard-line, America-can-go-it-alone
positions, such as Vice President
Dick Cheney and Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld.
"The ideological balance in this
Powell has the personal stature, administration is tilted against
presidential authority and political him," Daalder said. "Powell is a
savvy to rise to a diplomatic chal- much more moderate, much more
lenge.
cautious, much more multilaterally
But the enormity of the task inclined person."
gives pause.
Powell,. for example, tried
"If it were only a matter of say- unsuccessfully to find a way to
ing the right things, knowing what a carry out missile .defense testing
sensible solution would be and get- under 'the 1972 • Anti-Ballistic
ting the two parties to agree, Powell • Missile Treaty. Instead, Bush decidis the person you want going in ed to withdraw from the pact to
the'c,"-said Gideon Rose;managing- - clear the way for-developniefit of-a..
editor of Foreign Affairs magazine national missile defense, to the disand a former foreign policy adviser may of many allies.
to President Clinton.
Powell also is believed to be
The problem, say Rose and oth- more reluctant for the United States
ers, is Powell's own diplomatic and to go up against Iraq militarily than
persuasive abilities are secondary to are others in the administration,
the larger questions of whether the although in recent days he has
Arabs and Israelis are ready to pull toughened his rhetoric against
back from the brink of open war President Saddam Hussein's goN
and how much U.S. pressure Bush emment.
wants to apply.
Not that Powell's voice isn't
"It sounds like a job for heard or that he loses every battle.
Superman," said Ed Abington, the
He was influential, for example,
Palestinians' top lobbyist in in getting Bush to modify his posiWashington and a former U.S. tion and declare that the Geneva
ambassador in the region. He said Convention's protections applied to
Powell is the right person at least to Taliban prisoners, although not to
try.
captured members of the al-Qaida
Brookings Institution analyst Ivo terror network.
Daalder, a "big Powell fan," had
He also helped ease tensions
this pessimistic view: "Even if between the United States and
Colin Powell were the greatest sec- China after the collision of an
retary of state this country has ever American spy plane and a Chinese
seen, I don't think he's going to jet fighter last year.
solve this problem."
Richard Fairbanks, a foreign
Powell, who turns 65 Friday, policy expert at the Center for
came into his job bearing the luster Strategic and International Studies,
of a military career that included said Powell has dispelled early
leadership of the Persian Gulf War doubts'that he was too cautious, his
during his tenure as chairman of the military background too narrow, for
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
the job of secretary of state.

Analysis

DOUG MILLS/AP Photo

DIPLOMATIC SKILLS .. Secretary of State Colin Powell,
who will travel to the Middle East next week, looks on as
President Bush makes a statement in the Rose Garden of
the White House. Thursday In a new push for peace, Bush
demanded that Israel pull back its troops from Palestinian cities it occupied in recent days and called on Arab
nations to do more to crack down on terrorists. Bush dispatched Powell to the region to deliver the message.
"He has weathered those
storms," said Fairbanks."He is seen
as a person of wisdom and probity."
But some critics of U.S. policy
on the Mideast say Powell, who
hasn't been to the region for almost
a year, must share blame for the
Bush administration's failure to
take a more hands-on approach
sooner.
"There's no indication that he
wants to do bold stuff and new
thinking," Daalder said. think he
took on board the advice of every
other secretary of state, which is
don't get involved in the Middle

William E. Hopkins & Associates, Inc.
a full service brokerage firm
located in Jackson, Tennessee
is proud to announce the certification of

East, because it's a quicksand and
you'll never get out."
Abington said Powell's last visit
to the region, during which he sent
mixed signals on whether he supported truce monitors and endorsed
a seven-day period of complete
calm that never happened, shows
the intricacies of Middle East diplomacy.
"He endorsed positions that I
think in retrospect didn't achieve
what he was trying to achieve,"
Abington said."He's got to be very
careful in picking his way through
the minefields."

BEN T. HOGANCAMP
as Investment Company Principal and the appointment of
Peoples Estate and Investment Services, 314 Main Street,
Murray, Kentucky, as a Branch Office, William E. Hopkity,
& Associates has been working with investors in the
West Tennessee and Kentucky area since 1980.
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Ben Hogancamp is a senior partner in the firm of
Peoples Estate and Investment Services which offers
Personal and Business Financial Planning, Money
Management,and Tax Advantaged Securities in Paducah,
Murray, and throughout West Kentucky and Tennessee.
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